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ABSTRACT

English writing is indispensable and at the same time problematic for Chinese EFL
learners. Large numbers of studies have been made in order to help students become
effective writers, but the majority of studies have dealt with the broader aspects of
writings. This study attempts to investigate rhetorical structures and their
effectiveness in the writing sampies of English majors (Chinese students studying
English as their major subject). The data of this study is in the form of 144 English
majors' writing at Yunnan Normal University Business School.

The findings indicated that Chinese English majors, basically, achieved effective
exposition writings by using appropriate rhetorical structures. In the samples of
students' writing, all appropriate grammatical resources in terms of generalized
participant, appropriate processes, circumstance, adjunct and theme were used
effectively. But, there is rare use of modality and adjuncts expressing reasoning,
purpose, condition or concession by contrasting with English native speakers.

Although there are some limitations in the present research, the findings do provide
an insight into the teaching of English writing in China. It is hoped this study will
yield a more precise picture of rhetorical structures that are used by English majors.
Some recommendations are made for future research which may in tum have a
back wash effect on the teaching of English writing in the context of China.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter firstly describes the background of the study followed by the rationale,
objective, research questions and definition of terms. The organization of this thesis
is given at the end of this chapter.

1.1 Background
In China, evidence drawing from many researchers has shown that a great number
of English majors are not able to write an effective essay after ten years or more of
formal English learning (Zheng 2008: 7), although, as many English teachers
realized, a majority of the students have a certain amount of knowledge about
English grammar and vocabulary (Cai 2005: 37). In Zheng's (2008: 73) study,
several types of collocational errors were identified in English majors' writing.

Due to the globalization of English, where it is applied as a foreign or second
language (EFL or ESL), learning the rules and conventions of the language used by
English native speaker (NS) is essential for effective communication. Following this
trend, English majors, studying at Yunnan Normal University Business School, are
supposed to be trained for dealing with commercial business in English in
overseas-funded or foreign-funded enterprises all over the world. The development
of effective language ability is necessary for being professional and successful.

Writing takes an important position in communicating.

The present situation of the teaching of writing, in China, is the main channel for
students to learn English. Usually, in terms of teaching writing, English teachers
tend to employ model texts composed by NSs, followed by analyzing text
organization. Then, students are asked to construct their own compositions referring
to the models. It is restrictive instructions with a stress on format.

In trying to reinforce what has been learned, writing assignments are assigned after
class. Traditional grammar feedback is the response to students' assignments besides
checking and adjusting text organization in writing. Teachers, for instance, would
mark the wrong use of conjunctions in the sentence "Because English is ver:y useful,
so we must learn vvell" or "Although he is old, but he is still working". And typical
comments such as "get rid of this sentence", "awkward wording" and "don 't use
'it' in formal essays" are always noticed in feedback.

Turning to the multifom1ity of writing, little attention is paid to vanous writing
types, for exposition is still the most popular genre in all kinds of examinations for
English majors. Historically, the modem expository essay evolved from the
framework of "eight-legged essay" which had become the standard device of the
civil service examination from the Ming Dynasty, is still a powerful organizing
principle for many Chinese students (Hinkel 2002: 35). The topics given to practice
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or be examined in writing assignJ11ents or examinations also lead writers to follow
the traditional construction. That is to say, an argumentative theme is applied
frequently in practice. Typical examples in TEM 4, 2008 (TEM, in China, it is the
nationwide examination which is the test for English majors) is as follows:

Essay Writing in TEM 4, 2008
December 5th is International Volunteers Day. Since 1985, when the United
Nations announced the special day, tens of millions of people around the world
have volunteered to help those in need.
China now has 4.5 million registered volunteers who have provided more
than 4.5 billion hours of volunteer work. What can you gain from volunteering?

Write on ANSWER SHEET TWO a composition of about 200 words on the
following topic:
The Benefits of Volunteering
http://www.for68.com/new/2008/7/Ii1039224593780021056-5.htm

1.2 Rationale
China is opening up to the outside world. To follow the globalization of English, the
effective use of English is needed to play an important role in this development. As
one of the essential skills, writing plays a vital important role in language use
especially in the area of the second language acquisition (SLA). Thus, it becomes
one of significant focuses in English language teaching (ELT). In higher education
in China, considerable attention has being paid to the teaching of writing in English.
Typically two-hours' in-class time per week is given to the course of writing in the

second year and the third year. In the main examinations for English majors, i.e. in
TEM 4, writing gets one quarter of the total grade.

The types of question and value distribution in TEM 4
Items

% in Total ( 100 Scores)

Dictation

15%

Listening Comprehension

15%

Cloze

10%

Grammar & Vocabulary

15%

Reading Comprehension

20%

l Writing

25%
http://zhidao.baidu.com/question/6019960. html

Effective writing should be on the basis of applying certain rhetorical structures
since rhetorical structure is the underlying form about how to organize a text or
discourse coherently and how to use language appropriately (Richards et al. 1992:
323). In other words, it is the system resources consisting of what is called generic
structures (i.e. typical ways in which texts are organized) and grammatical
structures (referring to lexico-grammar, that is the combination of words through
grammar). However, in China, a great number of EFL learners are not able to write
an effective essay after ten years or more of formal English learning, because they
do not know how to organize and develop their texts effectively. There is an urgent
need for English language teachers to research the rhetorical structure.

For many years, large numbers of studies on Chinese EFL students' writing have

paid attention to non-English maJors or college English students (English as a
compulsory but not major course for college or university students). However, as
the group who takes English as the major subject, English majors should be paid
more attention.

Yunnan Normal University Business School is located in Kunming, the provincial
capital of Yunnan, adjacent to Thailand. Due to its particular location, it has signed
long-term agreements with Chiang Mai University and Burapha University,
Thailand. And it has trained about 200 foreign students from different countries who
aim

at

communicating

with

Chinese

people.

To

follow

the

trend

of

internationalization, this school has been negotiating with other overseas
universities, for instance, universities in Australia. Therefore, there is an urgent need
for professional English language teachers to develop students' English language
abilities.

This study attempts to explore the writing problems of Chinese EFL learners by
investigating and analyzing rhetorical structure and its effectiveness in the writings
of English majors at Yunnan Normal University Business School in order to help
English teachers have a clearer idea of students' difficulties in effective writing.

1.3 Objectives
The main objectives of this study are to investigate rhetorical structures used by

Chinese English majors in English writing samples and effectiveness of the used
structures in order to help English teachers have a clearer idea of writing problems
of Chinese EFL learners, which in turn may help teacher improve the teaching of
writing aiming at training effective English writers.

1.4 Research Questions
To fulfill the purpose of the study, the analysis carried out in this study aims to
answer the following research questions:
(1). What are the rhetorical structures used by English majors in English essays?
(2). What are the effects of the rhetorical structures found in the writing samples?

1.5 Definition of Terms
In order to make a clear sense of this study, some key terms are defined as follows:
(1). Rhetorical structure

Rhetorical structure is the underlying structure which not only accounts for the
organization of a text or discourse coherently but also presents the appropriate use
of language (Richards et al. 1992: 323). That is to say, rhetorical structure is the
system resources consisting of what is called generic structures of texts (i.e. typical
ways in which texts are organized) and the lexico-grammar (the combination of
words through grammar). Thus, in the present study, rhetorical structure refers to
both generic structure and grammatical structure in the writing examples.

(2). Effectiveness
The term effectiveness, in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, is defined
as producing the desired result (Zhao and Aman 1998: 472). To follow the
globalization of English, in China, teaching the rules and conventions of the
language used by NSs in order to train Chinese EFL learners to be native like users
is the desired result of ELT. Therefore, effectiveness, in this research, means
Chinese EFL learners write native like writing in English.

1.6 Thesis Organization
This thesis is composed of five chapters.
Chapter 1, Introduction, provides an overview of the study, including the

background, the rationale, the objectives, research questions and definition of the
te1ms for the study.
Chapter 2, Literature Review, covers the related issues of rhetorical structure. It

reviews the theoretical issues of discourse analysis and grammar, further
summarizes brief studies on rhetorical structures, which, in particular, are used by
Chinese students in their English writings, and also present the rhetorical structure
used by NSs.
Chapter 3, Research Methodology, introduces the research design of the cun-ent

study. It further describes the subjects being studied, and the method of data
collection and data analysis.
Chapter 4, Data Analysis and Discussion, examines the results from the collected

data and puts forward the significance of the findings based on the analysis of
participants' writing samples.
Chapter 5, Conclusion, discusses the findings of the study, provides further
pedagogical implications,

states the limitations of the study, and makes

recommendations for future research.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

The review presented consists of three parts, namely, relevant reviews about
discourse analysis, systemic functional grammar and rhetorical structure used by
both NSs and Chinese EFL learners.

2.1 Discourse Analysis
2.1.1 Discourse, text and genre

Discourse is a general term referring to language use in communication, such as
clause, phrase and sentence (Richards et al. 1992: 111 ). Similarly, Cook (1989: 6)
defined discourse as a sort of language in use for communicating. Georgakopoulou
and Goutsos (2004) make clear that discourse, consisting of both text and context, is
the ongoing use of spoken or written communication texts in communicative
environments or contexts. Text is the means of communicative discourse.

Gee (2002) categorizes discourse as "little D" and "big D" ("D", here, is the
shortening of "discourse"). "Little D" represents language-in-use, in other words,
how to use language for developing meaning at text-level. In the sense of "big D'',
discourse is text melded integrally with communicative environments or contexts, to
enact specific identities and activities in broad communicative development.

Text is a unity of language in use, being regarded as a semantic unit. A full
understanding of a text has to be with reference to the context in which the
communication occurs (Richards et al. 1992: 378). Thus, a text is also a
communicative unit embedded in social and cultural practices, shaping and being
shaped by cultural background (Georgakopoulou and Goutsos 2004).

In addition, written text can perhaps be termed as a series of interactions amongst
writer(s), and reader(s), in which the writer(s) control the purposeful interaction by
considering the target audiences and referring to the appropriate language. The
whole interaction can be referred to as a discourse (Hoey 2001: 11-13 ).

According to McCarthy (1991: 148), texts can be distinguished by types, for
example, in written language, text has types such as memos, forms, notices, telexes,
tickets, letters, hoardings, labels, junk mail etc. Instances of text type in English
given by Hoey (2001: 11) are academic textbooks, newspaper articles, novels and
advertisements. More examples are provided by Paltridge (2001), e.g. letters to the
editor, book reviews and cause-and-effect texts. Lu and Peng (2003: 28-32), two
Chinese scholars divide text types into problem-solution (involves situation,
problem, response and evaluation or result), claim-counterclaim or hypothetical-real,
question-answer

and

general-specific

(categorized

as

general-particular,

general-example and preview-detailed).
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Genre, as Georgakopoulou and Goutsos (2004: 33) point out that it is essentially a
set of communicative events, the participants in which share a certain class of
conventions defined in terms of formal, functional and contextual properties, that is
to say, genre involves language and non-language stuff.

Genre is also regarded as a particular class of speech events those are considered by
the speech community and each of them has its particular and distinctive
characteristics. Examples of spoken genres are: prayers, sermons, conversations,
songs, speeches, poems, letters, and novels. In general, genres are helpful as means
of constrncting, organizing and interpreting meaning, as well as of controlling their
function in audiences and discourse communities (Georgakopoulou and Goutsos
2004: 34).

In China, Liu (1999) claims that there are two ways
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which discourse is

differentiated, namely text-internal (refers to text types, i.e. business letter and
nursery rhymes) is refetTed to the content inside of the given organization, and
text-external (refers to genres, e.g. argumentative, expository, descriptive, narrative,
evaluative, persuasive, instructive and procedural text), which is closely related to
the context in which communication happens and the pmiicular pattern of using
language for fulfilling the specific purpose.

As previous stated, it is clear that one genre (e.g. letters to the editor or essays) may

JJ

present examples of a range of different text types and the text type of an essay is
often a result of a particular essay question that contains a key word (i.e. describe,
discuss or explain) to indicate the particular essay type desired. Thus, sometimes,
text types are called genres. From the comments by Paltridge (2001 ), text type
describes patterns of discourse organization that occur across different genres, such
as description, narrative, instruction, explanation, definition, exemplification,
classification, compare-and-contrast, cause-and-effect, discussion, argument, and
problem-solution texts. This is agreed with by Rein and Von der Robert (2007).

2.1.2 Discourse analysis

Discourse analysis concentrates on the study of the relationship between language
and the contexts in communicative interaction (McCarthy, 1991: 5). Richards et al.
(1992: 111) describe discourse analysis as the study of how sentences in spoken and
written

language

construct

larger

meaningful

units

such

as

paragraphs,

conversations, interviews etc. For example, it deals with how to choose the articles,
pronouns; and tenses those affect the structure of the discourse; the relationship
between utterances in a discourse; the moves made by speakers to introduce a new
topic, change the topic, or assert a higher role relationship to the other participants.

Georgakopoulou and Goutsos (2004) point out that discourse analysis is the study of
the use of language for communicating in context. It is regarded as analysis from
the same practice in other social and human sciences which is, essentially, the
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access to discourse through structured authentic texts. Thus, discourse analysts
study language in use: all kinds of written texts, and spoken data, from conversation
to high conventions of talk, from at level of single sentences to linguistic elements
in extended texts and the links between the text and its social situation, namely with
focus on developing meaning in contextual discourse.

There are two schools discussing discourse analysis. One is British discourse
analysis which is greatly influenced by Halliday's functional approach to language,
which method emphasizes the social function of language and the thematic and
informational structure of speech and writing. In other words, this kind of method is
text linguistics. The other is American discourse analysis which emphasizes the
research method of close observation of groups of people communicating in natural
settings. It examines types of speech event such as storytelling, greeting rituals and
verbal duels in different cultural and social settings. This sort of approach is
conversational analysis. In this study, the researcher would like to follow the former
approach to deal with the data analysis. That is to say, the research is on the basis of
text linguistics, making use of Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG).

2.2 Review of Grammar
2.2.1 Changing views on grammar

In its traditional view, grammar is a set of prescribed rules and conventions of a
language which allows us to produce "proper" language and to distinguish correct

sentences from incorrect; grammar is a senes of described norms that stress
acceptability to be followed, based on what speakers of the language most
commonly say or write, native speaker (i.e. British, American, Australian etc.) in
particular; grammar is a set of intuitively understood rules indicating there are
"rules" and patterns in a language (Foley 2007: 12).

However, when people use the grammar of a language, what they speak or write is,
actually, a system of meanings. Any grammar used, for instance, had evolved within
a culture, which has particular beli~fs, values, needs, and ways of thinking about the
world. Grammar in modem view helps to be able to reflect on how a language
works, to understand how grammatical structures create different kinds of meaning
and to be able to use language effectively, appropriately and accurately (Foley 2007:
10).

In China, there is a common view that the main focus of the teaching of grammar is
those traditional aspects above, largely divorced from meaning at the discourse level.
It is better to focus on grammar by recognizing that meaning and use are central

features of language. The emphasis is been going to give to this approach to
grammar is "semantic (concerned with meaning)" and "functional (concerned with
how language is used)". In other words, modem grammar as understood here is

SFG.
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2.2.2 Systemic Functional Grammar
Systemic Functional Grammar is a way of describing lexical and grammatical
choices from the systems of wording to describe how language is being used in a
given context (Halliday 1975). Language, for Halliday, is seen as a system of
resources of make meaning in context. The system of resources consists of what is
called the lexico-grammar (the combination of words through grammar) and generic
structures of texts (i.e. typical ways in which texts, spoken or written, are organized).
These "resources" perform metafunctions through the semantics associated with
them to create meanings that can be commonly understood by the users of the
language, and hence achieve purposes in communication. Conversely, given
meanmgs can only be conveyed through a range of words and grammatical
structures. In tum, what meanings are actually created also depend on the context or
environment in which the language is used.

Put another way, for Halliday, the grammatical structures of a language are not only
a set of rules or patterns to be obeyed or followed, but also a set of resources users
of the language can choose from to convey the meaning wanted in certain situations.
Knowing a language, in other words, involves knowing not just its forms, but, more
importantly, how its forms perform functions in communication.

To elaborate further, Halliday's model of language identifies the context of any
instance of language use as consisting of a context of situation, which is in turn

embedded in a context of culture. The context of situation may, further, be defined
in tenns of field (the activity, subject or topic the interactants are involved in), tenor
(the relationship between interactants) and mode (the channel of communication,
e.g. spoken, written).

To achieve social purposes in discourse within each context of situation, the
language used performs a register of three simultaneous metafuncions expressing
three types of simultaneous meanings: ideational (i.e. language is used to present
experiential and logical meanings), interpersonal (i.e. language is used to express
whether information or "goods-and-services" are offered or demanded, and to
express the speakers' position and judgments) and textual (i.e. language is used to
organize how information flows).

Note that the three types of meanings correspond respectively to the three aspects of
a context of situation: Field concerns the content or topic of a particular text, which
influences experiential meanings (it is that aspect of context concerned with what is
going on, who or what is involved, and in what circumstances) of the language, e.g.
deforestation in China; Tenor refers to the personal or social relationships between
those involved in using language and the judgments, assessments or valuations
made by speakers or writers about what they are talking or writing about, which
influences interpersonal meanings; Mode specifies the role of language in the
particular context - spoken (e.g. conversation) or written (e.g. editorial), part of

specific action (e.g. language of robber and victim during a robbery) or reflective of
generalized actions (e.g. academic paper on criminology). Appropriate and effective
use of language, on one level, then depends on knowing what specific selection or
register of these three types of meaning matches the given context of situation - i.e.
what ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings are appropriate to the field,
tenor and mode respectively.

Finally, as already mentioned, the :::.ystem of resources for achieving social purposes
and perfonning these three metafunctions is comprised the generic text structures as
well as the lexicogrammar. Again, the lexicogrammatical system is comprised the
three co-occun-ing sub-systems, for each of the three metafunctions respectively:
transitivity (the configuration of Things, Events, Circumstance that realize the
ideational function), mood (the Mood structures and elements that realize the
interpersonal function) and theme-rheme cohesion (the configuration of what
comes first in a clause as well as the cohesive devises used that realize the textual
function) .. At another level then, appropriate and effective use of language is about
knowing which specific lexico-grammatical choices in each of these subsystems are
used to express or create the ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings desired.

The complex of relationships between context, meanmg and grammar described
above is illustrated in the diagram below (Butt et al 2000, cited in Foley 2007: 76):
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Figure 2.1: From Context to Meaning to Lexicogrammar
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Theme

- Human

- Subject

- Topical

- Non-human

- Finite

- Textual

Process

-Mood

- Interpersonal

- Material

-Adjuncts

- Marked

- Existential

- Comment

Rheme

- Relational

Residue

- Verbal

- Predicator

- Mental

- Complement

- Behavioural

-Adjunct

Realised in
Lexi cogrammar

I
I

Circumstance

J
Adapted from Butt et al 2000
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2.3 Review of Rhetorical Structure
2.3.1 Rhetorical structure

Rhetorical structure was first introduced into the researches on SLA by Kaplan
( 1966). It is defined as the underlying structure accounting for the organization of a
text or discourse coherently and presenting the appropriate use of language
(Richards et al. 1992: 323). It is the system resources consisting of what is called
generic structures of texts (i.e. typical ways in which texts, spoken or written, are
organized) and the grammatical structures (referring to lexico-grammar, that is the
combination of words through

gra~1mar).

For one thing, as to generic structure, it is the way in which the topic, propositions,
and other infonnation are linked together to form a unit and convey a certain system
of meanings. For example, in stories, a series of settings and episodes (events)
provided tells what happened and thereby leads reactions.

Grammatical structure, for the oth"r thing, it is not just a set of rules or patterns to
be obeyed or followed, but is a set of resources or grammatical components to
perfonn functions in communication. Modal finite in arguments, for instance, it is
for expressing judgment, attitude and position concerning what authors are saying.

2.3.2 Rhetorical structure used in English writing

As being advocated, discourse structure is strongly influenced by social
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context-oriented involving both cultural and cognitive aspects (Berkenkotter and
Huckin 1995), because it is, actually, an abstraction developed from experiences
within certain cultures (Johns 2003: 196). Thus, Kaplan (1966), suppo1ied by
Matalene (1985), draws a clear picture on rhetorical structure through analyzing the
organization of paragraphs composed by five different groups (Anglo-European,
Semitic, Oriental, Romance and Russian). Five types of paragraph development are
identified as .figure 2. 2:

Figure 2.2: Kaplan's (1966) Rhetorical Structures

English

Semitic

Oriental

Romance

Russian

As for Chinese EFL learners, the rhetorical structure used shows an indirect
approach, whereas for English NSs, it is a straight line of development (Kaplan
1966).

Chu,

Swaffar

and

Charney's

study

(2002)

investigates

Chinese

macro-structure coming from Chinese classical moves in writing as Figure 2.3,
which is believed to have originated historically and culturally in Chinese four-part
pattern poetry.
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Figure 2.3: Four-Part Pattern Poetry

Chi

Cheng

Juan

He

( 1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

introduction

elucidation

turning to

summary

of topic

of topic

another
viewpoint

of ·n_
conclusion

j

Kaplan (1972) also explains that tre Chinese indirectness is obviously displayed by
the "eight-legged essay", which became the standard device of the civil service
examination from the Ming Dynasty. Hence, the "eight-legged essay" fonned the
established framework of Chinese persuasive and expository prose (Scollon 1991,
cited in Hinkel 2002: 35). Li (2002: 70) translated the eight-legged essay as Figure

2.4:
Figure 2.4: Structure of Eight-Legged Essay

l. Opening (four-part)

2. Body (four-paii; eight gu)

1). breaking the topic (po4 ti2)
2). continuing the topic (cheng2 ti)
3). starting the explication (qi3 jiang3)
4). entrance (ru4 shou3)
l).the initial leg (qi3 gu3)
a. rhyme (the first leg)
b. sense (the second leg)
2). center leg (zhongl gu3)
a. rhyme (the third leg)
b. sense (the fourth leg)
3). hind leg (hou4 gu3)
a. rhyme (the fifth leg)

..____b_._s_e1_1s_e_('_M_e_s_u_t_h_l_eg~)~~~~----~------J
,__4_)_.T_i_e_-u~p_l~eg~(_s_hu_4_g~u_3_)______________
a. rhyme (the seventh leg)
i
b. sense (the eighth leg)
1
1

I,

Notes: the Arabic Figures in brackets refers to the tone in Chinese.
~

i

It is confirmed that the "eight-legged" construction of essays is very clear-cut: the

opening, generalization, brief exposition, first, second, third, and final points,
followed by a conclusion. And based on the examination of a large number of
essays written by Chinese students in their Ll, the framework of the "eight-legged
essay" survives as an accepted literary form in written rhetoric and is still a
powerful organizing principle for many Chinese students (Hinkel 2002: 35).

In the early twentieth century, the bai-hua (the source of modern Chinese) style
replaced the wen-yan pattern (e.g. four-part pattern and eight-legged essay) (Mohan
and Lo 1985), the traditional essay was replaced by the three-part (introduction thesis statement, body - argument, and conclusion - position restatement and/or
recommendation) pattern exposition. However, the classical Chinese rhetoric
continues to have a great deal of influence on the structure and organization of
modem Chinese discourse.

Similarly to Chinese EFL users, the NSs, basically, divide the exposition into three
general parts. Derewianka (1990) gives some information about argument, which is
summed up from the experiences of Australian teachers, is introduced as Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Information of Argument
Genres

Purpose

Types

Text Organization

Argument

To take a position on

* Simply analysis

* Thesis statement

some issue and

* Interpret

*Argument

justify it

*Evaluate

* Recommendation
adapted from Derewianka 1990

In terms of language development and the growth of educational knowledge, a large
number of scholars are studying generic structures in written communication. Thus,
genres with the compulsory argument part are typically found in the Western
educational system where English is the medium of instruction. Foley (1994: 295)
lists them as follows (see Figure 2.6):
Figure 2.6 Some of the Main Generic Structures Used in School Settings

Genres

Main Generic Structures Used in School Settings

f-----

Thesis

Exposition

~

Position

I

!

!

----

:
I

Preview

I

I
'1

I

-

--

---

--

---

-

- Argu~ent (*)
!

Point

- -

-- -

I

------

Elaboration

I
I

I

Reiteration of Thesis
Discussion

Issue
Argument(*) - for/against

_,

Recommendation C)

Notes: optional (*)and recursive C)
adapted from Foley 1994: 295

By outlining the social purpose of various genres identified as critical to success in
educational contexts through an examination of syllabuses, textbooks, student texts
and assignments, and the language challenges posed by the school curriculum, and
developing from the former study, Derewianka (2003) fmiher summarizes
exposition and its sub-genres as Figure 2. 7.
Figure 2. 7: Exposition and Its Sub-Genres
Social Purpose

Genre

Sub-Types

Example

--"War is Immoral"
To mount an

--Persuasion
--"The Pros and Cons of

Exposition
argument

--Discussion/Debate
Living Alone"
adapted from Derewianka 2003

As stated previously, differences exist between English writings by NSs and
Chinese EFL writers, because each society has its own particular configuration of
genres, which are in particular relationships to each other. Rhetorical structure is
always derived from social and cultural contexts. Kobayashi and Rinnert (2008: 16)
claim that the external structure of L 1 and L2 essays by the same writer was the
same, but the internal structure of those L 1 essays is different from L2 counterparts.

Chen's (2003) study "The differences of thinking between the Chinese and the west
and the contrasting analrses in writing styles" argues that the different way of

thinking, text organization and language features between Westerners and Chinese

lead to Chinese characteristic patterns m wording, construction and discourse
development.

Historically,

m

China,

exposition

became

the

standard

device

of the

examination-oriented system from the Ming Dynasty. Thus, considerable attention
is paid on examining and analyzing this writing type. And, for many years, large
numbers of researches on Chinese EFL students' writing (Chen 2004; Yang 2007)
are on the basis of non-English majors or college English students, because,
mathematically, in China, the majority learning English are not English majors.

Chinese EFL students, following the circular way of thinking, often make
''beautiful" beginnings or introductions before concentrating on the theme. These
kinds of start are always from general to specific, from whole to part and from far
away to near by (Dong 2002: 13; Li and Li 2002: 69; Qiu and Ling 2003: 97; Kong
2003: 84; Luo 2003: 209; Chen 2004: 26; Wang 2004: 110). In other words, it is
what You (2008: 233) called discursive.

One such case is, when asked to write a composition on "The Disadvantage of
Watching TV", many students start with the sentence "With the development of
science and technology, peoples living conditions have been greatly improved and
TV sets have become more and more

populm~

" Another case, when students are

assigned to write about "On Fast Food", they prefer to begin with how popular fast
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food is.

Similarly, Qiu and Ling (2003: 97) state that, in their work, student writers would
like to start with "China has a large population. With the development of science

and technology, peoples living condition has been greatly improved. There is a lot
of traffic on the roads every day" when they are required to write on a topic
"Disadvantages on Bicycling to Work". Before stating the thesis, a series of
discursive description is far away from the topic. By contrary, NSs always follow
the straight line of thinking to state the positions directly.

For arguing, speaking both for affirmative and negative sides is in the majority,
because particular attention, in the Chinese traditional view, is drawn out to the
golden mean of the Confucian school. Thus, students always discuss in the body
pa1i in order to avoid extremism (Luo2003: 208). Clear-cut cases of this are
sentences such as "Everything has two sides" or "A coin has two sides".

In the case of Chinese EFL argumentative section, writers prefer to apply historical
and religious texts as well as proverbs (Matalene 1985), and speak for them through
listing facts and relevant rationales (e.g. Luo2003: 209, "for example" and "for

another example" are used to elicit exemplifications) in their compositions. Chen
(2003: 59-69) also assert that arguments in Chinese students' writings always lack
objective evidence.
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Scollon (1993) found that Chinese classical rhetoric employs subtle and ambiguous
forms of persuasion, such as inductive reasoning, overstatements and broad
generalizations intended to reduce the writer's responsibility for the truthfulness of
the proposition. But for NSs, statistics are always provided as supporting evidence
for justifying (Derewianka 1990: 76).

Chen (2003: 69), Luo (2003: 208), Liao (2004: 441) and Ling (2004: 66) point out
that Chinese EFL students usually employ the human being, e.g. "J" and "We" as
the subject. To explain the reasons of this employment, Luo (2003: 208) stated that
Chinese ancient philosophy believes the relationship "Nature and Man in One".
And human is the core in the relationship. Naturally, people are considered as the
subjects in all situations.

When stressing one's point of view, the plural of person such as "we'', ''you",
"people" etc is prefen-ed, because Chinese students seem to avoid free expression of
personal views and feelings. Hinkel (2002: 23) explains that Chinese Confucian
argumentation is based on the harmonious communication between the writer and
the reader rather than one's individual.

Scollon (1991, cited in Conner 1996: 39) further argues that the Chinese concept of
four core relationships (affection !Jetween parent and child, righteousness between
ruler and ruled, differentiation between elder and child, and trust between friend and

friend) makes indirect expression of a point of view in a piece of writing and applies
to the distribution of responsibilities between the writer and the reader so that the
writer's authoritative stance shifts the responsibility for text clarity to the reader.
Thus, Individualism is seen as problematic.

As for conclusion, learners employ strong tone, such as "we must ... ", "can not be
denied ... ", "you should ... "and "it is absolutely wrong to ... " (Ren 1998: 95; Liu

2003: 96; Luo 2003: 209; Liao 2004: 441). Liu (2003: 96) analyzes that Chinese
students are interested in calling for action at the end of their articles. For instance,
"do it from myself" and "lets do it together".

According to Scallon (1993), the frequent employment of conjunctions by Chinese
people in writing helps to establish text and discourse cohesion in order to help
construct logic.

However, . in the context of NS, there are both similarities and differences by
comparing and contrasting with Chinese EFL users. Derewianka (1990) sums up
text organization and language features of argument used by NSs as follows (Figure
2.8):
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Figure 2.8: Text Organization and Language Features of Argument

Text Organization

Language Features

Statement of position

1. Generalized participants

-- background information

-- sometimes human but often abstract (issues,

about the issue, and

ideas, opinions, etc.) -- unless the issue centres

broad foreshadowing

on a particular event or incident.

(preview)of the line of

2. Possibility of technical terms relating to the

argument

issue.
3. Variety of verb (process) type

Argument
-- action (material), linking (relational), saying
-- some points supported by
(verbal) and mental.
evidence (e.g. Statistics,
4. Mainly timeless present tense when presenting

quotes)

and examples
position and points in the argument, but might

related directly back to
change according to the stage of the text (e.g. if
the statement ofposition,
historical background to the issue is being given,
and there are often
the tense will obviously change to the past; if
internal links between
predictions are being made, the tense might
the various points
change to the future).
5. Frequent use of passives to help structure the
text.

Summing up the position

6. Actions are often changed into "thing" to
-- in the light of the
make the argument sound more objective and to
argument reaffirming
help structure the text.
presented, the general
7.

Connectives

associated

with

reasoning

issues under discussion,
(therefore, so, because of, the.first reason, etc.).
and possibly calling for
8. Arguments quite often employ emotive words

action
(blatant disrespect, we strong!!' believe) and
verbs such as "should".
adapted fro)]l Derewi anka 1990
2'J

From the Figure 2.8, it is confirmed that the construction of exposition composed by
NSs is very clear-cut: thesis statement, argument and conclusion. And to enrich
exposition, from aspect of lexico-grammar, NSs use all the grammatical resources.

Each appropriate use of grammar element has its own effect: generalized participant,
especially abstract participant projects the objectivity; various processes present
what "goings-on", i.e. material process indicates consist of doings and happening,
mental process is the inner world of thought, imagination, feelings and emotions
concerning with the thinking, sensing, wanting and feelings, and relational process
represents the relationship thought as one of "being" or one of "having"; passive
voice is intended to create an impersonal, indirect, and detached style and project
the writer's objectivity; adverbials of reason or purpose as well as of condition
present reasoned arguments and adverbials of angle express individual point of view;
the general present tense refers to habitual actions and events and/or those that are
generally true; modalities express writers' judgment, attitude and position
concerning what they are saying, especially when authors make distinctions
between the things they feel strongly about or are certain of, and those that they are
more tentative about; viewpoint and comment adjuncts speak out a writer's
judgment or position; the textual theme displays the "logic" of text and the
interpersonal theme plays an imi:ortant role representing the angle of reasoning
(Foley 2007).

~·I

2.4 Conclusion
From reviews above, a great number of studies about Chinese EFL writing have
been made in order to help students become effective writers, but the majority has
dealt with the broader aspects of writing. However, the theories and studies can shed
light on the present research, and provide a foundation which may be a starting
point for this study. Thus, this research intends to focus on the rhetorical structures
used by Chinese English majors in English writing samples through discourse
analysis in order to bring a more systematic view to the teaching of writing in the
Chinese context.

\!

Chapter 3
Methodology

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology of the study. It describes the background
information of the subjects involved, the procedures for data collection and the
method of data analysis after restating the research questions.

3.2 Restatement of the Research Questions
In this study, the researcher aims to analyze the rhetorical structure used by Chinese
English majors in English writing. Thus, the present research answers the following
questions:
(1). What are the rhetorical structures used by English majors in English essays?

(2). What are the effects of the rhetorical structures found in the writing samples?

3.3 Description of the Research Context
Yunnan Nomrnl University Business School, found in 2001, is one of the most
famous independent universities in China. At present, it has over 700 full and part
time instructors and staff and more than 9000 full time students in 16 bachelor
programs.

The main purpose of running this school is to train students to be the professional

talents for all kinds of vocations in the area of commercial business. For English
majors studying in the English department, they are supposed to effective users in
English, especially staff in overseas-funded or foreign-funded enterprises.

3.4 Description of the Research Population
The participants consist of five classes of Chinese second-year university students
learning English as their major. Each class had around 30 students, 144 in total. The
sample students include 125 females and 19 males, all from 19 to 21 years old. They
have different level of proficiency in English.

In order to train the written communicative competence and satisfy requirements of
the nationwide test for English majors, both foreign and Chinese teachers teach
English writing in one semester. The whole semester (from 25th August, 2008 to 21st
December, 2008, totally 17 weeks) was divided into two sections -- the first half,
from Week 1 to Week 9, all five classes were delivered by one foreign teacher, and
the second, from Week 10 to Week 17, was taught by two Chinese: Mr. Yu (in
charge of Class 1-3) and Mr. Li (present over Class 4-5).

3.5 Method of Data Collection
Data collection was in the form of respondents' compositions. 144 writing samples
(Sample 1 - 27, Class 1: Sample 28- 56, Class 2; Sample 57 - 85, Class 3; Sample
86 - 115, Class 4; Sample 116 - 144, Class 5) which were constructed by students

of Year Two in the final examination of English writing course. As can be seen in
Appendix I, all participants were asked to write an essay about 150 words in 30
minutes with an open-ended topic My View on Advertisements on TV. When all the
144 students finished their comp05itions in class, their writings were collected by
the teacher involved and later numbered by the researcher. Then for the convenience
of data analysis, compositions were typed into a computer by using Microsoft Word

The rationale for choosing the compositions from the final exam is because it is
guaranteed that all the writing samples are reliable and uniform. Participants were
not informed of the writing topic in advance to avoid plagiarism. They were forced
to compose their essays on thc:r own without discussing with their friends,
dictionaries or consulting the teacher. Thus, it is to ensure the authenticity of the
data collected for analysis.

3.6 Method of Analysis
This research employed a qualitative method through discourse analysis on the basis
of students' written texts. Because there is restriction of the writing topic (My View
011

Advertisements on TV) in tne final examination and also the continued

employment of the traditional construction, students mostly write expositions.
Based on the former reviewed rhetorical structures consisting generic structures and
grammatical structures of exposition used by NSs, the researcher construct the
framework as follows (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The Rhetorical Structure of Exposition Text
Generic Structure
Thesis Statement
(state directly)

Grammatical Structure
-- Generalized participant (sometimes human but
often abstract non human including issues,
ideas, opinions, etc.)

-- Variety of process type (material, relational,
Argument

verbal and mental process)

- for "or"/"and" against

-- Use of passive voice

(statistics, facts ... )

-- Use all kinds of circumstances
-- Mainly timeless present tense finite
-- Make use of modal finite

Thesis Restatement "or"
Recommendation

-- Employ various adjunct (comment and
.:onjunctive)

-- Variety of theme (topical, interpersonal and
textual)

Based on the framework, several sections are involved in the data analysis:

Identification of generic structures
All the 144 essays were first analyzed in terms of how the writers chose to frame
their responses to an open-ended topic. Two basic organizational structures which
emerged from the data rather than being pre-determined were identified: Persuasion
and Discussion. The former type was the conscious or unconscious choice to
approach the persuasive one, which speaks for one side (i.e. take a position of
affimiative that TV advertisements are good for people, or negative point of view).
The latter was the frame of a discussion in the argument part, in which students
stated their opinion in favor of both sides (e.g. both advantages and disadvantages
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of TV advertisements). The following is a typical example of Discussion.

The Generic Structure of Discussion, Sample 13
Sample 13

Generic Structure

r--~~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~--i~~~~~~~~~---~

When it comes to advertisements on TV, there

Thesis statement

are many kinds of views. Some people think that

(indirect)

advertisements on TV are good and convenient for

-- state positions:

people. But others think that advertisements on TV

advertisements on TV have

are bad for customers. In my opinion, as a coin

both advantages and

has two sides, advertisements

disadvantages.
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TV have both

advantages and disadvantages.

On the one hand, some advertisements on TV

Justify one position

are not true introduction. Some customers go to buy

(supported by examples)

products after watching advertisements, because

--argue against the

the advertisements say their goods are so good and

disadvantages of

usefid Take medicines as an example, the functions

advertisements on TV with

are introduced exaggeratedly in advertisements.

employing an example (on

Many people go and huy the medicines which are

the one hand).

useless at all.

On the other hand, customers can know much Justify the other position
information through advertisement on TV Much

--the advantages of

true and useful information

advertisements on TV (on

of goods

exist.

Customers can find and buy some good and useful the other hand).
things.

So, customers should regard advertisements Recommendation
on TV correctly: take the advantages and throw --give suggestions: toke 1he
away the disadvantages.

advantages and throw
mvay the disadvantages.

'----~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-~~~~~~-----'-

Identification ofgrammatical structures
Various kinds of grammatical components signal the grammatical structures of both
persuasion and discussion, and provide logical connections among the parts. Such
devices (e.g. participant, process, circumstance, finite, adjunct, theme etc.) in the
essays were identified and categorized. Related to the identification of generic
structures which presents almost students compose their writing by using exposition
constructions, the researcher would like to take out one persuasion and one
discussion at random from each class for detailed analysis because of the constraint
of space. That is five Persuasions (Sample I, Class I; Sample 53, Class 2; Sample
62, Class 3; Sample I 03, Class 4; Sample I 22, Class 5) and five Discussions
(Sample I 3, Class I; Sample 42, Class 2; Sample 64, Class 3; Sample 86, Class 4:
Sample I 43, Class 5).

To ensure the readability of the identification grammatical structures, the researcher
marks the elements (e.g. participant, process etc) within clauses with abbreviation as
follows:

Grammatical Component & Abbreviation

Marker

Experiential = Exper.
Participant = P.

Bold

-Human= H.

e.g. "Different people have ... ".

- Non-human= N. H.
Process = Pro.

Pane

- Behavioural = Beh.

e.g. "I \do not thiilkj ... ".

- Existential = Exi.
- Material = Mat.
- Mental = Men.
- Relational = Rel.
- Verbal = Ver.
Circumstance = Circ.

Italic

- Accompaniment =Ac.

e.g. "Nowadays, there are ... ".

- Angle = Ang.
- Location = Loe.
- Manner= Man.
- Purpose = Pur.
- Reason = Rea.
- Time= Ti.
Interpersonal = Inter.
Finite = Fin.

Shadow

- Modal= Mod.

e.g. "We should take ... ".

- Present Continuous= P. C.
- Present Perfect = P. P.
- Simple Past= S. Pa.
- Simple Present= S. P.
Adjunct= Adju.
- Comment = Com.
- Conjunctive= Conj.

Square Bracket
e.g. "It can (not) be denied ... ".

-Mood= Mo.
- Negative Polarity= N. P.
Textual= Tex.
I

Theme= Th.
- Textual= Tex.
- Topical = T.

Double Underline
e.g. "Some people think ... ".

- Interpersonal + Topical =Inter. + T.
- Marked Topical = M. T.
- Marked + Topical = M. + T.
- Textual +Topical =Tex. + T.
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A typical example of the analysis of grammatical structure is presented as follows:

The Grammatical Structure of Sample 1
My View on Advertisements on TV

Grammatical

become part and parcel of our lives. (2)

(P P.l

lPro.

thing.

(Rell I

lAdju (Com. l

lcirc

I

I

[Ang. J

- - - - - - - - - - 1 1 h . (lnter.+T.)

(6) ( Firstl~vemsements on I v ate too many to~
accepted by customers. (7)

~nt

e

·

(8)

rconj. l

k£iju

t~

I

(Tl I

(Np)

(Pur.)

in ( 10) many customers are misleade

(Men

information about the product

J

I

advertisements, (12)
( 13) Moreover, the expensive pfr::e of adverm·m·'lg--~PIS'.~~'!!!____

;====:
(Mat.)

Ir

(NH.JI

!Fin (S. Pl

(16) All in all. advertisements do not always make good

I

\Th. Tex. + T\

contribution for our lives, (17) w~ttitude_Jt: lH

JI

towards them.

As can be seen from this example, the writer has used various grammatical
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resources to enrich the text: various processes such as material, relational, mental
and verbal processes. Some of them are in terms of passive voice. In each process,
there is one or more participant, both human and non-human. There are also many
adverbials indicating accompaniment, location, time, angle and purpose.

The text makes use of a range of mood, comment, negative polarity and conjunctive
adjunct. It also contains mainly timeless present tense and several modal finite.

There is variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical, topical,
interpersonal "+" topical, textual "+" topical and so forth. The topical themes which
are parts of participants are generalized, sometimes are human but often issue.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis and Discussion

This chapter presents an analysis and interpretation of the data collected from the
participants involved in this study. As stated in Chapter 3, the data of analyzing the
generic structures is in the form of 144 respondents' essays on an open-ended topic
My View on Advertisements on TV in the final exam of writing course, and the data

of analyzing grammatical structure is ten expositions samples consisting of five
persuasions and five discussions selected from the total 144 essays at random on the
basis of the analysis of the gene::ic structures. The rhetorical structures used by
Chinese students' writing in English were identified by researcher's careful
examination based on the framework in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.1, pp. 35) followed
by the discussion of the effect of these rhetorical structures. The purpose of this

chapter is to answer the research questions proposed earlier and discuss the
significance of the findings. The presentation of the analysis is organized as
follows:
1. Rhetorical structures used by Chinese students in writing samples.
2. The effect of the used rhetorical structures.
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4.1 Rhetorical Structures Used by Chinese Students in Writing
Samples
4.1.1 The generic structures
After checking the 144 writing samples, there are 122 examples of exposition
including 61 examples of persuasion and 61 examples of discussion identified
which takes 84.72% in total 144 writing samples. Obviously, participants in this
study mostly choose the construction of persuasion and discussion which belong to
a genre group called "Exposition". Therefore, the generic structure used by Chinese
students in the research is that of exposition.

Two typical examples of analysis of generic structures, one is about the generic
structure of persuasion text and the other is on the generic structure of discussion
text, are provided as follows (see Figure l and Figure 2):

Figure 4.1: The Generic Structure of Persuasion
Sample 53
Nowadays, there are all kinds of advertisement

Generic Structure
Thesis Statement (state

in our daily life. People acquire information about

indirectly)

products through the TV advertisements. In my

-- position: advertisement

opinion, it is a good thing for different people.

on TV is a good thing.

Firstly, as to customers, it is convenient to get

Argument

information from advertisements on TV. Customers

--justify the position taken

can understand products easily, because TV is a

with three points (firstly,

good way to spread information directly. Customers

secondly, and lastly)

know useful products for their daily life with taking

supported by examples.

a little time.
Secondly, as for businessmen, advertisements
on TV bring opportunities for making money.
Businessmen use this media to give information
about products in several seconds, and then obtain
lots of profits.
~-

Lastly, good advertising creation gives people
enjoyment and inspiration.
In a word, advertisement on TV has its own
advantages.

Conclusion
--reaffirm the position:
advertisement on TV has
its own advantages.

Figure 4.1 shows one kind of text type and its genenc strncture in 144 writing
samples. It is an example of persuasion. The writer takes only one position in the
first part, justifies the point of view with several supporting points, and restates the
thesis in the last part.
-l\

Figure 4.2: The Generic Structure of Discussion
Sample 13
When it comes to advertisements on TV, there

Generic Structure
Thesis statement (state

are many kinds of views. Some people think that

indirectly)

advertisements on TV are good and convenient for

-- positions: advertisements

people. But others think that advertisements on TV

on TV have both

are bad for customers. In my opinion, as a coin has advantages and

two sides, advertisements on TV have both

disadvantages.

advantages and disadvantages.
On the one hand, some advertisements on TV
are not true introduction. Some customers go to buy

Justify one position
(supported by example)

products after watching advertisements, because the --argue against the
advertisements say their goods are so good and

disadvantages of

useful. Take medicines as an example, the functions

advertisements on TV with

are introduced exaggeratedly in advertisements.

employing an example (on

Many people go and buy the medicines which are

the one hand).

useless at all.

On the other hand, customers can know much Justify the other position
information through advertisement on TV. Much --the advantages of
true and

useful

information of goods exist.

advertisements on TV (on

Customers can find and buy some good and useful the other hand).
things.

So, customers should regard advertisements Recommendation
011

TV correctly: take the advantages and throw --give suggestions: take the

away the disadvantages.

advantages and thrmv

Figure 4.2 shows another sort of ~ext type and its generic structure in 144 writing
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samples. Different from the former composition, it is a discussion -- writer speaks
for both negative and positive sides of advertisements on TV, and gives some
suggestions at the end.

By comparing and contrasting with the generic structure of exposition by NSs
which is introduced in the framework (Figure 3.1, pp. 35), there are some
differences between Chinese EFL learners and NSs.

Instead of the Westerner's direct statement of thesis, Chinese students, obeying the
traditional circular way, always introduce the background information that far away
from their position at the beginning. For justifying the thesis, English majors in this
study often present simple examples and list hypothetical facts but not the statistics,
which makes arguments powerless.

Similar to NSs in the conclusion, the restatement of thesis seems to be the echo with
the beginning statement of position. Based on the thesis statement, it is also
meaningful to Chinese EFL users would like to give some suggestions at the end of
writing.

4.1.2 The grammatical structures
On the basis of the analysis of generic structures above, five persuasion texts and
five discussion texts are analyzed realised in the lexico-grammar at the clause level
in the following part.

4(i

(1) Data analysis of five persuasion texts
A. Persuasion, Sample 1
Generic
Structure

My View on Advertisements on TV

Grammatical

~-------.!..:tructures

Thesis Statement

ICirc (Ac}]

(state indirectly)
h. (M.Tl

At the 'ame time, the advertisements on TV hav~
been sprun

. (3) Different people ave different

!Fin. ( P. P. l I
o. ( Rel.l

(Ti.)

Q1Jin1~ do not think (5) the a

TV is a r·

(Ang)\

t thing.

Adju (Com.)
[b. (Inter. + T. Jj

Argument
(for "or" against)

(present facts)

in (IO) many customers are misleade . (11)

!Pro. (MeillJ

p~ IN HJ I
advertisements, ~Pro. (Ver. I

Secoy"ck info1mation abm•t the
\is

exaggerate~

in some

J

Pro. (Mat.)

customers

ay be cheate by them. (13) Moreov?----?.

the expensive price of a~isiug is prnss@d
~

( .
the

lcirc-.-(-Lo_c_.l~I

gn

JFin. (S.P.l I

_

products, (14) it is natural (15) that custoll\ers
"-___JP. ( H.)

I

should pay more for them.

J'Jicsis
Restatement and
Reco111111endat1<in

( 16) All in all.

~ements do not alway~+ r.I

make good contribution for our lives, (17)
should take a right attitude towards them.

w~
~\P._(_H_l~I
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Summary of grammatical structures in Persuasion Sample I:

Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "customers may be cheated by them '',

"customers should pay more ... " etc.), relational process (e.g. "it is natural" etc.),
mental process ( "! do not think", "many customers are mislead" etc.) and verbal
processes ("much information about the product is exaggerated in some

advertisements" etc.). Among these processes, some are in terms of passive voice
(e.g. "much information about the product is exaggerated ... " etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "Different

people have different views about advertisements on TV" etc.) and non-human (e.g.
"Advertisement on TV is an effective way to promote the level of trading" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating accompaniment (e.g. "With the

development of society, TV has already become ... " etc.), location (e.g. "the
expensive price of advertising is pressed on the products" etc.), time (e.g. "At the
same time, the advertisements on TV have been sprung up" etc.), angle (e.g. "lit my
opinion, I do not think..." etc.) and purpose (e.g. "advertisement on TV is an
effective way to promote the level of trading" etc.).
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Interpersonal

This text makes use of a range of mood adjunct (e.g. "TV has already become ... "
etc.), comment adjunct (e.g. "In my opinion, I do not think ... " etc.), negative
polarity adjunct (e.g. "I do not think ... " etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "Firstly,
the advertisements on TV are too many ... '', "Moreover, the expensive price of
advertising is ... '', "All in all, advertisements do not ... " etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless present tense (e.g. present perfect -"TV has already become part and parcel of our lives" etc.; simple present

~

"Different people have different views ... " etc.) and several modal finites (e.g.
"customers may be cheated ... ", "We should take a right attitude ... " etc.).

Textual

There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.
"With the development of society, TV has already become part and parcel of our

lives" etc.), topical theme (e.g. "the advertisement on TV is a right thing" etc.),
interpersonal"+" topical theme (e.g. "In my opinion, I do not think ... " etc.), textual
"+"topical theme (e.g. "so customers may be cheated ... " etc.) and so forth. Among
these themes, the topical themes which are parts of participants are generalized,
sometimes are human (e.g. "I do not think ... ", "many customers may be cheated hr
them" etc.) but often issue (e.g. "TV has already become part and parcel of our
lives", "much information about the product is exaggerated ... "etc.).

B. Persuasion, Sample 53
My View on Advertisements on TV

Generic
Structure
Thesis

(1)

~

Nowadays.

there

all

Grammatical
Structures

ki~.

(M.+T.l

Statement
(state
indirectly)

advertisement in our dail

ro. (Exi.l

information

ire. (Loe.)

about

advertisements. (3) ~~~~=~~cl':-:t~~~nri:=r~((-r;:M:t-;;a:;:;-n.11J

thing for different people.

(Com.)
. (Inter.+ T. l

Argument

(4) Firstly, as to customers, it is convenient to

(for "or"
(Mod l

against)

get

(from various

Custom

angles, e.g.
"as to

beca se TV is a good way to s read in ormation

customers"

directly. (7)

products for

ro. (Men.)

and "as for
I

h. (T.)

businessmen")

(8)

advertiseme ts on TV bring

(N.H.)
-------~

making money. (9) Business en use this media to

m_.ab-out-proc::tuel§s~z~·n~sev&ai. seconds,
(10) and t en obtain lots of profits. (11)

(H.)

\Circ. (Ti.) \

h. (Tex.)

Lastly, good advertising creation
enjoyment and inspiration.

Thesis

(12) In a word, advertisement on TV

Restatement

own advantages.

ro. (Rel.)
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Summary of grammatical structures in Persuasion Sample 53:
Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "advertisements on TV bring

opportunities ... ", "good advertising creation gives people ... " etc.), relational
process (e.g. "it is a good thing ... '', "advertisement on TV has its own advantages"
etc.), mental process ("customers can understand products easily", "customers

know useful products ... " etc.) a11d existential process ("there are all kinds of
advertisement ... " etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "customers

can understand products easily" etc.) and non-human (e.g. "it is a good thing for
different people" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating location (e.g. "there are all kinds of

advertisement in our daily life" etc.), time (e.g. "businessmen use this media to give
information about products in several seconds" etc.), angle (e.g. "as to customers,
it is ... ", "as for businessmen, advertisements on TV. .. " etc.), manner (e.g. ''people

acquire information about products through the TV advertisements" etc.), purpose
(e.g.

"TV is a good way to spread information" etc.) and reason (e.g.

"advertisements on TV bring opportunities for making money" etc.).
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Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as comment adjunct (e.g. "Jn my
opinion, it is ... " etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "and then, obtain lots of

profits", "Lastly, good advertising ... ", "Jn a word, advertisement on TV has ... "
etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly simple present finites (e.g. "people acquire

information ... ", "advertisement on TV has its own advantages" etc.) and several
modal finites (e.g. "customers can understand ... " etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked "+" topical theme
(e.g. "Nowadays, there are all kinds of advertisement ... " etc.), topical theme (e.g.
"customers know ... ", "businessmen use this media ... " etc.), interpersonal "+"

topical theme (e.g. "Jn my opinion, it is a good thing for different people" etc.),
textual "+" topical theme (e.g. "because TV is a good way ... ", "Jn a word,
advertisement on TV has its own advantages" etc.) and textual theme (e.g. "and
then obtain lots of profits"). Among these themes, the topical themes which are

parts of participants are generalized, sometimes are human (e.g. "customers know

useful products ... ", "people acquire information ... " etc.) but often issue (e.g. "TV
is a good way ... ", "advertisement on TV has its own advantages" etc.).
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C. Persuasion, Sample 62

Generic
Structure

My View on Advertisements on TV

Thesis

Grammatical
Structures

n TV, different

==="===='"'==========="===============~

Statement

h. lM. T.l

IP. (N. H.)

(state

I

indirectly)

that they

are (just) some rub~~·~~~

people impatient. (7) =='=====~~===~
first group.

(comment)
(angle) I

--------

h. (Tex.+ T.)

Argument

(8) Advertisements sometimes fuakel us happy.

(for "or"

against)

(9) People like funny things. (10) In advertisements,

(list facts)

people

!Pro. (Mat.l I
lcirc. (Loe. l
(Rel.)

I

I

(Exi.)

(12) For example,
Circ. (Man.)

h

wanted to find a lover,
dju. (Conj.)

same time, it is moving.

Thesis

- - - - - ! P r o . (Beh.)

(S. P.)

Restatement

Pro. (Men.)
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Summary of grammatical structures in Persuasion Sample 62:
Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to emich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "advertisements sometimes make us
happy", "people find many interesting things ... " etc.), relational process (e.g.
"advertisements are also romantic'', "different people have different views ... " etc.),

mental process ("Some people think ... ", "I agree with ... " etc.), verbal process (e.g.
"a boy promised ... " etc.), existential processes ("there is advertisement about ... "

etc.) and behavioural process (e.g. "a girl appeared and smiled" etc.).

In each process, there are more than one participants both human (e.g. "/agree with
the first group" etc.) and non-human (e.g. "Different people have different views"

etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating location (e.g. "Jn advertisements, people
find many interesting things ... " etc.), angle (e.g. "As for me, I agree with ... " etc.),

and manner (e.g. "a boy promised loudly" etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as mood adjunct (e.g. "they are just
some rubbish", "advertisements sometimes make us happy .. etc.), comment adjunct

(e.g. "As for me, I agree with ... " etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "For example,

S4

there is ... ", "Finally, they fell in love" etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly simple present finites (e.g. "it is moving",
"people like funny thing" etc.) and some simple past finites (e.g. "he wanted to find
a lover", "they fell in love" etc.).

Textual

There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.
"A bout advertisement on TV, different people have different views ... " etc.), topical
theme (e.g. "they are just some rubbish", "advertisements sometimes make us
happy" etc.), interpersonal "+" topical theme (e.g. "As for me, I agree with the first
group" etc.), textual "+" topical theme( e.g. "and they make people impatient",
"and then, a girl appeared" etc.) and textual theme (e.g. " ... and smiled"). Among
these themes, the topical themes which are parts of participants are generalized,
sometimes are human (e.g. "a boy promised ... ", "/agree with ... " etc.), and some
times are issue (e.g. "it is marvelous and wonderful'', "advertisement on TV brings
a lot of benefits for people" etc.).

D. Persuasion, Sample I 03

Generic
Structure
Thesis

Grammatical
Structures

My View on Advertisements on TV
( 1) When it comes to advertisements on

Statement

~

(state

different people have different opinions. (2)

indirectly)

people take it for granted (3) that advertisement is good
for our life. (4) Others~ (5) that advertisement is
harmful.

h. (T.)

\Pro. (Men ) \

(6)1==1(1Jln'11J:l~f:mwE~~;=;~~~~~

one.
- -

11

h. (Inter. +T.)

Argument
(for "or"

against)

(8) With the development of society, there are

(list facts)

new goods produced everyd

(9) that we do (not)

know. (I 0) Advertisements play

important role

introduce new products to the public. (11)
advertisement helps people open the mind.
(12)

Secondly,

some

Pro. ( Exi. J

~\Adju

(N. P. J

I

Circ. (Ti. J

~[h

(Tex+ Tl\

co~

advertisements are tools of advocating: (13) some

\Pro. ( Rel.

J

I

teach us to save water; ( 14) some make us think about
our environment; (15) and others teach us

Tto'>ii,.,,..J-,~-nrt

care about others.

rhesis

( 16)

~-------~~~~~~----JAdju. (Conj.)

(In snort) ' advertisement is good for our

Restatement

daily life: (17) it enriches our knowledge ( 18) and
promotes the development of our society.

~

I

Summary of grammatical structure<> in Persuasion Sample I 03:

Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "Some people take it for granted",

"advertisement helps people open the mind" etc.), relational process (e.g.
"advertisement is harmful", "different people have different opinions" etc.), mental
process ( "! agree with ... ", "we do not know ... " etc.) and existential processes

("there are many new goods ... "etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "some people

take it for granted that ... " etc.) and non-human (e.g. "some commonweal
advertisements are tools of advocating" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating accompaniment (e.g.

"With the

development of society, there are ... " etc.), time (e.g. "there are many new goods
produced everyday" etc.), and angle (e.g. "In my opinion, I agree with ... "etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as comment adjunct (e.g. "In my

opinion, I agree with ... " etc.), negative polarity adjunct (e.g. ''we do not know" etc.)
and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "In short, advertisement is ... ", ''others hold that

advertisement is harmful" etc.).
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In addition, the text contains mainly simple present finites (e.g. "different people
have different opinions'', "some teach us to save water", "it enriches our

knowledge" etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.
"When it comes to advertisements on TV, different people have different opinions··

etc.), topical theme (e.g. "some people take it for granted", "advertisements play an

important role to introduce ... " etc.), interpersonal "+" topical theme (e.g. "In my
opinion, I agree with the former one" etc.), textual "+" topical theme (e.g.
"Therefore, advertisement helps people ... ", "Jn short, advertisements is ... " etc.)

and textual theme (e.g. " ... and promotes the development of our society"). Among
these themes, the topical themes which are parts of participants are generalized,
sometimes are human (e.g. "some people take it for granted", "/agree with ... " etc.)
but often are issue (e.g. "advertisement is good for our life", "some commonweal
advertise1itents are tools of advocating" etc.).

E. Persuasion, Sample 122
Generic
Structure

Grammatical
Structures

My View on Advertisements on TV

Thesis

( 1)

With the development of our society,

lcirc. (Ac.

LJ

Statement
(state
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Th. lTex +

Summary of grammatical structures in Persuasion Sample 122:

Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "advertisements on TV do nothing for

us", "advertisements on TV gives us good help ... " etc.), relational process (e.g.
"advertisements on TV have become a part of our daily life", "advertisements on
TV are really good to us" etc.), mental process ("customers can choose good

products ... ", "I do not agree" etc.) and existential processes ("there are two
noticeable reasons" etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "When we

watch advertisements on TV, we can ... " etc.) and non-human (e.g. "all kinds of
manufacturing companies are taking efforts to ... " etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating accompaniment (e.g. "With the

development of society, advertisements on TV have ... " etc.), time (e.g. "customers
can choose good products after seeing advertisements on TV" etc.), manner (e.g.
"more and more companies keep their sales by advertising" etc.) and angle (e.g.
"In my opinion, advertisement on TV give ... " etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as mood adjunct (e.g. "All in all,

advertisements are really good to us"), comment adjunct (e.g. "In my opinion,
advertisements on TV. .. " etc.), negative polarity adjunct (e.g. "I do not agree" etc.)
and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "but I do not agree", "For example, all kinds of
manufacturing companies ... " etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless present tense (e.g. present perfect -"advertisements on TV have become a part of our daily life" etc.; simple present -"advertisements on TV offer us ... " etc.; present continuous -- "all kinds of
manufacturing companies are taking efforts ... " etc.) and several modal finites (e.g.
"customers can choose good products ... "etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.
"With the high-speed development of society, more and more companies ... " etc.);
topical theme (e.g. "many people think ... " etc.), interpersonal "+" topical theme
(e.g. "Jn my opinion, advertisements 011 TV do nothing for us" etc.), textual "+"
topical theme (e.g. "but I do not agree", "Firstly, advertisements give ... " etc.) and
textual theme (e.g. " ... but also appreciate special arts"). Among these themes, the
topical themes which are parts of participants are generalized, sometimes are human
(e.g. "many people think ... ", "I do not agree" etc.) but often non-human (e.g.
"advertiseme11ts on TJ/ offer us ... ". "all kinds of manufacturi11g companies are
taking efforts ... " etc.).

Summary of the grammatical structure of the five persuasions:
As can be seen from the grammatical structure identified in the five persuasion
samples (referring to Appendix II) in common, five writers of the sampled
persuasion texts mostly use material process, relational process, mental process and
existential process presenting what "goings-on" in their texts. The frequent use of
non-human participants in these five persuasions projects objectivity. All kinds of
circumstances such as time, angle, manner etc. are applied to enrich the texts.
Mainly timeless present tense refers to current knowledge which is always close to
the writers' own opinion and view. Some of them make use of modal finite such as
"should", "may" and "can" to express their judgment, attitude and position. The
employment of comment adjunct also expresses the writers' judgment and position.
The use of conjunctive has its textual function. In addition, the textual theme
displays the "logic" of text or plays an important role in textual cohesion, and the
interpersonal theme takes part in representing the angle of reasoning.

However, exposition text should also make use of passive voice to help intend to
create an impersonal, indirect, and detached style and project the writers' objectivity.
Of all the five Persuasion Samples, only the writer of Sample 1 employs this kind of
voice. In addition, few of the five writers apply verbal process to give voice to their
thoughts. As good expositions, various modals, such as "should", "may", "can",
"could'', "might", "would" etc., are commonly used when writer(s) take position(s),
justify views and give some suggestions that are of certain, predictive, permissive
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and compulsory. But, from these five samples, writers just choose to employ few of
the modals ("should", "may" and "can") above.

On the basis of summary above, the primary structures of persuasion are:
(1) Generalized participant (sometimes human but often abstract non hum an

including issues, ideas, opinions, etc.)
(2) Variety of process type (material process, relational process, mental process and
existential process)
(3) Use all kinds of circumstances
(4) Mainly timeless present tense finite (present perfect, simple present, simple past
and present continuous)
(5) Make use of modal finite (should, may and can)
(6) Employ various adjuncts (mood, comment, negative polarity and conjunctive)
(7) Variety of theme (marked topical, topical, interpersonal "+" topical, textual "+"
topical, textual and marked "+" topical)
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(2) Data analysis of five discussion texts

A. Discussion, Sample 13
Generic
Structure

Grammatical
Structures

My View on Advertisements on TV

Thesis Statement
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Summary of grammatical structures in Discussion Sample 13:

Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "many people go and buy the
medicine", "some customers go to buy products ... " etc.), relational process (e.g.
"advertisements on TV have both advantages and disadvantages", "their goods are
so good and useful" etc.), mental process ("some people think ... ", "customers
should regard ... " etc.) and existential process ("there are many kinds of views"

etc.). Some of the processes are in terms of passive voice (e.g. "the functions of
them are introduced exaggeratedly ... " etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "some
customers go to buy products ... " etc.) and non-human (e.g. "much true and useful
information of goods exists" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating location (e.g. "the functions of them are
introduced exaggeratedly in advertisements" etc.), time (e.g. "some customers go
to buy products after watching advertisement" etc.), manner (e.g. "customers can
know much information through advertisement on TV" etc.), angle (e.g. "On the
one hand, some advertisements on TV are not true introduction" etc.) and reason

(e.g. "because the advertisements say ... ").

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as comment adjunct (e.g. "In my

opinion, as a coin has two sides, advertisements on TV have ... " etc.), negative
polarity adjunct (e.g. "some advertisements are not true introduction" etc.) and
conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "but others think ... ", "Take medicines as an example, the
functions of them are ... " etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless simple present (e.g. "there are many
kinds of views" etc.) and several modal finites (e.g. "customers can know much
information ... ", "customers should regard advertisements on TV correctly" etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.

"When it comes to advertisements on TV, there are ... " etc.), topical theme (e.g.
"some people think ... " etc.), interpersonal"+" marked topical theme (e.g. "Jn my
opinion, as a coin has two sides, advertisements on TV have ... " etc.), textual "+"
topical theme (e.g. "On the one hand, some advertisements 011 TV are ... ", "On the

other hand, customers can ... " etc.) and textual theme (e.g. " ... and throw away the
disadvantages"). Among these themes, the topical themes which are parts of
participants are generalized, sometimes are human (e.g. "some people think ... ",

"some customers go to buy ... " etc.) but often non-human

(e.g.

"maTly true and

useful information of goods exists", "some advertisement on TV are ... " etc.).
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B. Discussion, Sample 42
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Structure
Thesis Statement
(state indirectly)

Grammatical
Structures
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Summary of grammatical structures in Discussion Sample 42:

Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "advertisements have exaggerated the
facts", "they can give us ... " etc.), relational process (e.g. "advertisements have
some disadvantages too" etc.) and mental process ("some people hold that
advertisements on TV are necessary for our lives", "people should consider
advertisements on TV in perspective" etc.). Among these processes, some are in
terms of passive voice (e.g. "advantages of advertisements can be seen from many
aspects", "most of advertisements have been exaggerated the fact" etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g.

"If you

were

asked the question ... " etc.) and no~1-human (e.g. "Every coin has two sides" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating manner (e.g. "they can help us know the
effects of· commodities quickly", "As far as I'm concerned, advantages of
advertisements can ... " etc.), angle (e.g. "On the contrary, others hold that ... " etc.)
and condition (e.g. "If you were asked the question: how do you think ... "etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as comment adjunct (e.g. "As far as
I am concerned, advertisements on TV have ... ", "On the one hand, advantages of

advertisements can ... " etc.), negative polarity adjunct (e.g. " ... which are not worth
trusting", "we can not get the exact information" etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g.
"Besides, the purpose of them is ... ", "Last but not least, they can provide ... "etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless present tense (e.g. present perfect --

"most of advertisements have been exaggerated ... " etc.; simple present

~

"some

people hold that ... ", "they are not so good ... " etc.) and several modal finite (e.g.
"they can provide ... ", "people should consider ... " etc.).

Textual

There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.
"Every coin has two sides, advertisements on TV have ... " etc.), topical theme (e.g.
"you may have ... ", "some people hold ... " etc.), interpersonal "+" topical theme

(e.g. "As far as I am concerned, advertisements on TV have ... " etc.) and textual

"+" topical theme (e.g. "Secondly, they can give ... ", "On the contrary, others
hold ... " etc.). Among these themes, the topical themes which are parts of
participants are generalized, sometimes are human (e.g. "you may have ... ", "some
people hold ... " etc.) but often issue (e.g. "advertisements on TV are ... ",
"advantages of advertisements can ... " etc.).

C. Discussion, Sample 64
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Summary of grammatical structures in Discussion Sample 64:
Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "they can buy the goods", "companies
can make money" etc.), relational process (e.g. "it is actually that ... " etc.), mental

process (" ... which they expect", "it is essential for us to know ... " etc.), verbal
process (e.g. "many people argue ... " etc.) and behavioural process (e.g. ''ive can
see all kinds of ... " etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "many people
argue that ... " etc.) and non-human (e.g. "it is an important way to ... " etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating manner (e.g. "people can get much
information .. from advertisements" etc.), angle (e.g. "On the contrary, manv
people argue ... " etc.), time (e.g. "we can see all kinds of advertisements on TV
every day" etc.), purpose (e.g. "it is an important way to improve economy" etc.)

and accompaniment (e.g. "With 1he growing of advertisements, more and more
people ... " etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as mood adjunct (e.g.
"advertisements on TV are extremely bad ... ", "the productions introduced are very

7]

terrible" etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "For the one thing, people can get",
"so they can buy ... " etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless simple present tense (e.g. "it is

actually'', "advertisements bring not only problems ... " etc.) and several modal
finites (e.g. "companies can make money", "they can buy the goods" etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.

"With the growing of advertisements, more and more people ... " etc.), topical
theme (e.g. "My view is ... ", "many of them tell ... " etc.) and textual "+" topical
theme (e.g. "On the contrary, many people argue ... " etc.). Among these themes,
the topical themes which are parts of participants are generalized, sometimes human
(e.g. "people can get ... ", "they can buy ... " etc.) but often non-human (e.g. "My

view is ... ", "the productions introduced are ... " etc.).
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D. Discussion, Sample 86
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Summary of grammatical structures in Discussion Sample 86:
Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "it takes much time", "advertisements
provide a good chance" etc.), relational process (e.g. "advertisements have both
advantages and disadvantages" etc.) and mental process ("I consider ... ", "some
people think ... " etc.). Among these processes, some are in terms of passive voice

(e.g. "many people are cheated by advertisements" etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant( s), both human (e.g. "we should
have our own idea ... " etc.) and non-human (e.g. "advertisements also bring bad
effects" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating location (e.g. "advertisement on TV plays
an increasing important role in our daily life" etc.), angle (e.g. "On the contrary,
advertisements also ... " etc.), time (e.g. "When we want to buy an electric machine,
advertisements can ... " etc.), reason (e.g. "Due to the advertisements' misleading,
many people ... " etc.), purpose (e.g. "Advertisements provide a good chance for us
to know products" etc.) and accompaniment (e.g. "With various kinds of
advertisements appearing, we do not know ... "etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as negative polarity adjunct (e.g.
"we do not know ... " etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. "while others hold ... '', "In

conclusion, we should ... " etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless simple present tense (e.g. "which
machine has good quality", "advertisements have both sides" etc.) and several

modal finites (e.g. "we can know ... ", "we should have ... " etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked topical theme (e.g.

"When we want to buy an electric machine, advertisements can provide ... " etc.),
marked"+" topical theme (e.g. "Nowadays, advertisement on TV plays ... " etc.),
topical theme (e.g. "[ consider ... ", "advertisements have ... " etc.),

textual "+"

topical theme (e.g. "In conclusion, we should have ... ", "On the contrary,

advertisements also bring ... " etc.) and textual theme (e.g. " ... and suffer great
damage" etc.). Among these themes, the topical themes which are parts of

participants are generalized, sometimes are human (e.g. "/ consider ... ", "some

people think ... " etc.) but often non-human (e.g. "advertisements have ... ". "which
machine has ... " etc.).
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E. Discussion, Sample 143
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Thesis
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Summary of grammatical structures in Discussion Sample 143:

Experiential
The writer has used various resources of the grammar of the verb to enrich this text.
There are examples of material process (e.g. "advertisements on TV provide much
information of products for people", "people can buy good products ... " etc.),
relational process (e.g. "they are good'', "it also has negative aspect ... " etc.),
mental ("some people think" etc.) and verbal process (e.g. "some businessmen
always exaggerate ... " etc.). Some of these processes are in terms of passive voice
(e.g. "customers are persuaded to buy ... " etc.).

In each process, there is one or more participant(s), both human (e.g. "some
businessmen always exaggerate ... " etc.) and non-human (e.g. "there are more and
more advertisements on TV" etc.).

There are also many adverbials indicating location (e.g. "there are more and more
advertisements on TV" etc.), angle (e.g. "Jn my opinion, advertisement on TV. .. ",
"On one hand, advertisements on TV provide ... ", "On the other hand, it also
has ... " etc.) and time (e.g. "nowadays, there are ... " etc.).

Interpersonal
This text makes use of a range of adjuncts, such as mood adjunct (e.g. "some
businessmen always exaggerate ... '' etc.), comment adjunct (e.g. "As we know, some

7'

''

information in advertisements are not true" etc.), negative polarity adjunct (e.g.
"others are not" etc.) and conjunctive adjunct (e.g. " ... while others think ... ", "so
that customers are persuaded to buy their products" etc.).

In addition, the text contains mainly timeless simple present tense (e.g. "they are
harmful", "advertisement on TV has both ... " etc.) and modal finite (e.g. ''people
can buy good products ... "etc.).

Textual
There is a variety of thematic makers as textual themes: marked "+" topical theme
(e.g. "Nowadays, there are more and more advertisements on TV" etc.), topical
theme (e.g.

"This is the positive aspect of advertisements on TV" etc.),

interpersonal "+" topical theme (e.g. "In my opinion, advertisement on TV has both
positive and negative aspect" etc.), textual "+" topical theme (e.g. "while others
think", "On the other hand, it also has negative aspect for people" etc.) and textual

"+" marked topical theme (e.g. "All in all, as a coin has two sides, some
advertisements are ... " etc.). Among these themes, the topical themes which are parts

of participants are generalized, sometimes are human (e.g. "some businessmen
ahvays exaggerate ... ", "customers are persuaded to buy their products" etc.) but

often issue (e.g. "some information in advertisements aren't true", "it also has
negative aspect for people" etc.).
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Summary of the grammatical structure of the five discussions:
As can be seen from the grammatical structure identified in five discussion samples
(referring to Appendix III) in common, five writers of the sampled persuasion texts
mostly use material process, relational process and mental process presenting what
"goings-on" in their texts. Four of the five writers use passive voice to create an
impersonal, indirect and detached style and project their objectivity. The frequent
use of non-human participants in these five discussions projects objectivity. All
kinds of circumstances such as time, angle, manner etc. are applied to enrich the
texts. Mainly timeless present tense refers to current knowledge which is always
close to the writers' own opinion and view. All five students writers make use of
modal finite such as "should", "may" and "can" to express their judgment, attitude
and position. The employment of comment adjunct also expresses the writers'
judgment and position. The use of conjunctive has its textual function. In addition,
the textual theme displays the "logic" of text or plays an important role in textual
cohesion, and the interpersonal theme takes part in representing the angle of
reasomng.

However, exposition text should also make use of verbal process to give voice to
their thoughts, but it is rare used in five sampled discussions. As good expositions,
various modals, such as "should", "may", "can", "could", "might", "would" etc., are
commonly used when take position(s), justify views and give some suggestions that
are of certain, predictive, permissive and compulsory. But, from these five samples,
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writers just choose to employ few of the modals ("should", "may" and "can")
above.

On the basis of summary above, the primary structures of discussion are:
(1) Generalized participant (sometimes human but often abstract non human

including issues, ideas, opinions, etc.)
(2) Variety of process type (material process, relational process and mental process)
(3) Use of passive voice
(4) Use all kinds of circumstances
(5) Mainly timeless present tense finite (present perfect and simple present)
(6) Make use of modal finite (can, may and should)
(7) Employ various adjuncts (mood, comment, negative polarity and conjunctive)
(8)

Variety of theme (marked topical, topical, interpersonal "+" topical,

interpersonal "+" marked topical, textual "+" topical, textual "+" marked topical,
textual and marked "+" topical)

Summary of the ten writing samples
As can be seen in the data analysis, the rhetorical structures used by Chinese
students in this study are the constructions of persuasion and discussion, both of
which belong to the genre group called exposition. That is, thesis statement,
justification of position (argue "for" and/or argue "against") and thesis restatement,
sometimes, recommendation.
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Both persuasion and discussion examples sometimes employ human as participants
but often abstract issues, ideas opinions etc. As argumentative texts, the writers
make use of a variety of process type, circumstance, adjunct and theme; and use
mainly timeless present tense as well as modal finite. The rare differences found in
between the five persuasions and the five discussions are about the use of passive
voice, only one persuasion sample employs passive voice but four over the five
discussion samples do, and about the use of existential process, four over the five
persuasion samples use existential process but two over five discussion samples do.
Thus, the rhetorical structure of both persuasion and discussion found in writing
samples can be summarized as the following Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: The Rhetorical Structure Found in Writing Samples
I

Text Organization

Grammatical Structure
-- Generalized participant (sometimes human but

Thesis Statement
often abstract non-human including issues, ideas,
(state indirectly)
opinions, etc.)
-- Variety of process type (material, relational and

Argument
- for "or"/"and" against

mental process)
-- Use all kinds of circumstance

(list examples and present
-- Mainly timeless present tense finite

hypothetical facts)
-- Make use of modal finite (can, may and should)

Thesis Restatement "or"
Recommendation

-- Employ various adjunct (comment and

conjunctive)
-- Variety of theme (topical, inteq1crsonal "+"

topical and textual"+'' topical)

S!

4.2The Effect of the Used Rhetorical Structures
From these sampled texts, students in the final examination, according to the topic
given, choose the constructions of exposition: state the position at the beginning, list
examples or present facts to support their argument, and restate the thesis and/or
give some suggestions at the end.

When justifying position, Chinese EFL users, in particular, stand on different angles
in order to achieve overall argument. For example, in order to express
comprehensively, the student of writing Sample 53 states the position "fn my
opinion, it (the TV advertisement) is a good thing for different people" from several

angles (e.g. "Firstly, as to customers ... " and "Secondly, as for businessmen ... ").

Only from the surface, the rhetorical constructions of Chinese students are similar to
NSs which is easy to follow, because the generic structures that is taught and
practiced in class refers to the model composed by NSs and that is also similar to
the modern three-part pattern exposition in China.

Put another way, for grammatical structure, student writers in this study have used
all the resources of the grammar to enrich their expositions. Every grammar element
in the rhetorical structures has its own effect:

(1) Generalized participant (sometimes human but often abstract non-human)
Participants are generally on behalf of doer/actor, senser, carrier, identifier etc. and
the object that is done, sensed, carried, identified etc. They always indicate the
subject and the object in the clauses, and determine the process. For example, in the
sentence "some people think they (advertisements on TV) are kind of 'amusement'"
in Persuasion Sample 62, "some people" is the carriers of thoughts "kind of
'amusement"' and "they (advertisements on TV)" is the carried of the thoughts.
The frequent use of abstract non-human participants projects objectivity whereas the
employment of human participants always expresses the subjectivity.

(2) Variety of process type (material, relational and mental process)
Processes always vary because there are many various participants in one clause.
Basically, they centre on that part of the clause that is realized by the verbal group,
but it can also be regarded as what "goings-on" are represented in the whole clause.

Material process indicates doings and happening, in other words, it is "action
process" telling "who did the action" and "what happened". For example,
"customers should pay more for them" in Persuasion Sample 1, the process "pay
tel Is that "customers" did the action process.

Mental process is the inner world of thought, imagination, feelings and emotions
concerning with the thinking, sensing, wanting and feelings, through which people

perceive things with senses. In the sentence "I consider that advertisements have

both advantages and disadvantages" in Discussion Sample 86, the process
"consider" expresses the thought of the writer.
Relational process represents the relationship thought as one of "being" or one of
"having", that is, there are two kinds of relational processes: attributive and
identifying. Take "Jn my opinion, it (TV advertisements) is a good thing for different

people" in Persuasion Sample 53 for an example, the relational process "is" links
the attributive component "a good thing" and "it (TV advertisements".

(3) Use of passive voice
Use of the passive voice is often intended to create an impersonal, indirect, and
detached style and project the writer's objectivity. For instance, "many people are

cheated by advertisements" in Discussion Sample 86, the writer states a fact leading
by "the advertisements' misleading" from objectivity.

(4) Use all kinds of circumstances
Exposition text employs adverbials of reason or purpose as well as of condition to
present reasoned arguments. In Discussion Sample 86, circumstance "Due to the

advertisements' misleading" is the reason of "many people are cheated".

In addition, the use of angle adverbials is to express individual point of view, i.e.
"As for me. I agree with the first group" (Persuasion Sample 62), the angle
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adverbial "As for me" expresses the writer's individual opinion, and "as for
businessmen, advertisements on TV bring opportunities for making money

(Persuasion Sample 53), the adverbial "as for businessmen" gives a chance to the
writer speaking for businessmen.

(5) Mainly timeless present tense finite
The general present tense refers to habitual actions and events and/or those that are
generally true. In exposition, the use of the timeless present tense is predominantly
used presenting the current knowledge. The use of the present tense in context
carries an implication that the reported information is close to the writer's own
opinion and views. For example, it is true that "some commonweal advertisements
are tools of advocating" (Persuasion Sample 103).

(6) Make use of modal finite (can, may and should)
The usage of modals is to express writers' judgment, attitude and position
concernmg what they are saymg, especially when authors make distinctions
between the things they feel strongly about or are certain of, and those that they are
more tentative about. In other words, modals express meanings such as ce1iainly
and prediction where information is concerned, and permission, obligation or
inclination where action is concerned. For instance, the modal finite, such as "can"
and "may" in the writing samples are on behalf of possibility and ability; the modal
"should" expresses obligation and necessity.
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(7) Employ various adjunct (comment and conjunctive)
Expositions are likely to contain viewpoint and comment adjuncts, as well as
focusing and emphasizing, mood and degree adverbials, since arguments express a
writer's judgment or position. Comment adjuncts, such as "Jn my opinio11 ", "As
for me" etc. found in writing samples, express writers' judgments or positions.

In addition, conjunctive adjuncts have textual function. For example, in Discussion
Sample 42, the two conjunctive adjuncts "011 the 011e ha11d" and "011 the other
hand" in the two topical sentences

"011 the 011e ha11d, advantages of'

advertisements can be seen from many aspects" and "On the other hand,
advertisements have some disadvantages too" have their textual function leading to
discussion in argument section, that is to say, the discussion on "advertisements on
TV have both advantages and disadvantages".

(8) Variety of theme (topical, interpersonal "+"topical and textual "+"topical)
The textual themes, such as "firstly", "secondly", "in a word", "for example",
"therefore'', "but", "and" etc. in the writing samples, display the "logic" of text at
text level in particular, in other words, it plays an important role in textual cohesion.

The interpersonal themes, such as "in my opinion", "as for businessmen", "as for
me" etc., play an important role representing the angle of reasoning.
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Discussion
As can be seen from writing samples by Chinese students in the present research, it
is noticed that Chinese EFL learners can write effective essays although there are
some differences by contrasting with NSs.

Sample 53, as a typical successful writing, states the personal point of view at the
beginning, justifies the thesis statement by listing three causes from various angle,
and then comes with the restatement of the primary view. In this writing, this
student employs angles circumstance as well as the comment adjunct at the same
time to take positions followed by explaining causes from various points of view.
The usage of purpose adverbial presents reasoned arguments. It also follows a
tendency for expositions to contain a lot of modals, especially when: the writer
makes distinctions between the things he/she feels strongly about or is certain of,
and those that he/she is more tentative about. Mainly timeless present tense
references to current knowledge that is close to the writer's own opinion and views.
In addition, the frequent use of abstract participants projects objectivity.

However, from the aspect of the generic structure, there are also differences
between Chinese EFL learners and NSs. Instead of direct statement of thesis at the
beginning, Chinese students, obeying the traditional circular way, introduce the
background infomrntion that far away from their position. In persuasion sample 1,
for instance, the student writer provides much useless and unnecessary infonnation
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like "With the development of society, TV has already become part and parcel of

our live ... " which are indirect relationship to the position "Jn my opinion, I do not
think the advertisement on TV is a right thing". That is, as to readers, it is a waste of
time to touch those worthless matters.

For arguments, to justify the thesis statement, the employment of simple listing
examples and presenting hypothetical facts, but not the statistics, by English majors
in this study makes arguments powerless. Besides, most justifications are stated
with one or two sentence, i.e. "Secondly, advertisements on TV offer us many

choices which make our life convenient" (Sample 122). To persuade audiences,
there is the possibility to list the choices in detail that TV advertisements bring to
people.

Similar to NSs in the conclusion, the restatement of thesis seems to be the echo with
the beginning statement of position, and thereby, it is holistic. Based on the thesis
statement, it is also meaningful to Chinese EFL users would like to give some
suggestions at the end of writing, e.g. because "advertisements have both

advantages and disadvantages", the write advice that "we should have our own
idea on advertisements on TV: take advantages and give up disadvantages".

As good expositions, from grammatical aspect, various modals, such as "should",
"may", "can", "could", "might", "would" etc., are commonly used when writer(s)

take position(s), justify views and give some suggestions that are of certain,
predictive, permissive and compulsory. In this study, the modal can is the most
popular used when student writers argue for and/or argue against their position(s),
when explain reasons in particular. The repetition of these modalities makes sterile
and destitute arguments. The use of should at the end of texts conveys the
imperative suggestions, but gains too strong tone.

Often, material, mental, relational and verbal processes are necessarily involved in
effective exposition. Few participants in the research employ verbal process in the
compositions to give voice to their thoughts. In addition, adverbials of cause, reason,
or purpose, as well as of condition and concession take an important role in
presenting reasoned arguments. As can be seen from the data, the frequency of these
kinds of adverbials or circumstances used in the writing samples is the same as that
of verbal process, which leads to powerless argument.

Chapter 5
Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the results of data analysis in Chapter 4
aiming to present a general view about the rhetorical structures and effectiveness of
those structures found in the writing samples. And then, pedagogical implications
are discussed, followed by limitations of this study and future research.

Review of research questions:
(1). What are the rhetorical structures used by English majors in English essays?

(2). What are the effects of the rhetorical structures found in the writing samples?

5.1 Rhetorical Structures Used by Chinese Students in Writing
Samples
The result shows that the rhetorical structures in the writing samples were identified
as follows:
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Grammatical Structure

Generic Structure

--

Thesis Statement
(state indirect! y)

-- Generalized participant (sometimes human but
often abstract non-human including issues,
ideas, opinions, etc.)

-- Variety of process type (material, relational and
Argument

mental process)

-for "or"/"and" against

- Use of passive voice

(list examples and present

-- Use all kinds of circumstance

hypothetical facts)

-- Mainly timeless present tense finite
-- Make use of modal finite (can, may and
should)

Thesis Restatement "or"
Recommendation

-- Employ various adjuncts (comment and
conjunctive)

-- Variety of theme (topical, interpersonal "+"
topical and textual "+"topical)

5.2 The Effect of the Rhetorical Structures Found in Writing
Samples
As can be seen from the data analysis, most of the students choose the construction
of persuasion and discussion based on the given topic in the final examination of the
course of English writing. From the surface, Chinese EFL writers compose
native-like expositions through stating thesis, justifying and restating position with
recommendation.

However, following the Chinese rhetorical tradition, unnecessary background
infom1ation is given at the beginning. In addition, the arguments are often followed
l)j

by examples presenting hypothetical facts that do not justify or support the
argument.

As for the grammatical structures, in order to write effectively, the writing examples
have generally abstract subjects for projecting the objectivity; employ material,
relational and mental process to present what happened in the text; use passive

voice to create an impersonal, indirect and detached style and project the writer's
objectivity.

The general present tense referring to habitual actions and events is predominantly
used in references to current knowledge which in context carries an implication that
the reported information is close to the writer's own opinion and views. The usage
of modals is to express writers' judgment, attitude and position concerning what
they are saying, especially when authors make distinctions between the things they
feel strongly about or are certain of, and those that they are more tentative about.

In addition, the writing samples contain comment adjuncts and/of interpersonal
theme expressing writers' judgment or position. English majors frequently apply
conjunctive adjuncts and/or textual theme in texts to link different parts, in other
words, to help organize logically.

As effective expositions, various modals, such as "should", "may", "can", "could",

"might", "would" etc., are commonly applied when writers take position(s), justify
views and give some suggestions that are of certain, predictive, permissive and
compulsory. But, in this study, the repetition of modalities, in the writing samples
such as "can" and "should'', seems to be sterile and destitute for arguing and
reasomng.

5.3 Pedagogical Implications
To help the Chinese EFL learners write effectively, English language teachers of
writing should aware of rhetorical problems existing in students writings. There are
some pedagogical implications as follows:

(1) Connect writing with listening, speaking and reading in the writing course

Language learning is a circle consisting of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Enhancing English input by reading and listening in English used by NSs is
significant, because reading and listening are the resources to writing. Speaking and
writing are the ways of output and the ways of measuring what have been learned.
For example, if permitted, it is highly recommended that students are urged to read
materials in English as much as possible to accumulate the English knowledge.

(2) Teach both format and content in writing

Another implication of this study is to throw light on approaches to the teaching of
writing. Effective writing should be native like not only from the generic structure

but also the grammatical structure. English teachers of writing course should pay
more attention to how to combine words through grammar besides teaching only
format. For example, teachers could analyze the language features in detail of the
model text in class.

(3) Teaching a variety of rhetorical structures

It is very important in terms of teaching writing to use a variety of rhetorical

structures for different rhetorical features existing in different genres and each
rhetorical structure has its own purpose. For instance, the text organization and
grammatical structure of recount is different from that of exposition depending on
their purpose (the purpose of recount is to tell what happened, but exposition is to
mount an argument). Therefore, it is recommended that students be taught a variety
of rhetorical structures.

(4) Give overall feedback for better writing
Overall feedback is necessary rather than focusing on traditional grammar feedback.
For the majority of the students a certain amount of knowledge about English
grammar and vocabulary in the traditional way, i.e. the rigid grammar rules, it is
necessary but in terms of its functional use in the rhetorical structures. Grammar is
in the discourse. Different discourse needs different language in use.
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5.4 Limitations of the Study
( l) This study only focused on generic structures and grammatical structures used in
student's writing in English rather than an overall analysis, because rhetoric
structure is a broad concept consisting of many components. To look at rhetorical
structure as a whole, it is also worthwhile to examine others components, since they
can generate significant pedagogical implications for teachers and students.

(2) The topic of the writing samples involved in this study was My View on
Advertisements on TV, which naturally leads to write an exposition.

(3) The data collected was only 144 writing samples composed by English majors at
Yunnan Nomrnl University Business School. However, the more data with various
topics collected, the more general the result obtained.

(4) With only 10 exposition examples analyzed for grammatical structures, the
result of this study may not be particularly representative of Chinese students
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general.

5.5 Future Research
( 1) With regard to future studies about rhetorical structure, as the present study only
examined the part of rhetorical structure used by English majors at Yunnan Nom1al
University Business School which is not analyze every aspect in depth. Thus, future

research could further explore the most typical or frequent rhetorical structure in
order to see what the difficulty of Chinese students is in English writing. Moreover,
to make a more general analysis, more participants, and more writing topics will be
necessary for any future researchers.

(2) The cmTent study only deals with rhetorical structure in students' writing.
However, rhetorical structure does not only exist in writing but also, for example, in
speaking. Hence, future research could be extended to explore the relationship
between knowledge of rhetorical structure and other language skills so that English
researchers or teachers could have a holistic idea about the competence of Chinese
EFL learners in using rhetorical structures.

(3) As stated previously, for the second half of the semester, each of the two Chinese
teachers takes over a part of the students. Different teacher has different teaching
method and style. For future research, there is the possibility of investigating
differences between the two groups of learners which may reflect certain teaching
methodology, and thereby it may throw some light on the effective teaching of
writing at least in Yunnan Normal University Business School.

(4) Finally, as the current study was only carried out on a small scale, future
research might explore the rhetorical structures used by Chinese EFL learners from
other areas in order to gain the more general result.
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Appendices
Appendix I. Final Examination Paper
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Write an essay of about 150 words on the following topic.

[-~---~---~ (30 min, 100 marks)
My View on Advertisements on TV
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Transcription in English
Yunnan Normal University Business School
Final Examination of English Writing Course
(The 1st semester of 2008-2009)
Paper A
SEAT:

_ _ _ _ _ NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ ID NUMBER: _ _ _ _ __

MAJOR: _ _ _ _ GRADE:

CLASS: _ _ _ _ _ __

Remarks: 1. Time: 30 minutes.
2. Close-book examination.
3. Write on the answer sheet.

rmMAR--K-S~--E-X_A_M_I_N_E_R~ Write an essay of about 150 words on the following
topic. (30 min/100 marks)

My View on Advertisements on TV
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Appendix II. Summary of Grammatical Structures in Five Persuasion Samples
(1) Summary of Persuasion, Sample 1
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (6)

- IND. CL. 17

- non-human (16)

- IND. CL. 11

Process:

Ex per.

- material (5)

- IND. CL. 12

- relational (8)

- IND. CL. 3

- mental (2)

- DEP. CL. 10

- verbal (2)

- IND. CL. 11

Circumstance:
- accompaniment (1)

- ND. CL. 1

- location (3)

- IND. CL. 13

- time (1)

- IND. CL. 2

- angle (1)

- IND. CL. 4

- purpose ( 1)

- DEP. CL. 8

Finite:

Inter.

- present perfect (2)

- IND. CL. 2

- simple present (11)

- IND. CL. 14

- modal (4)

- IND. CL. 7

Adjunct:
- mood (1)

- IND. CL. 1

- comment (1)

- IND. CL. 4

- negative polarity (2)

- IND. CL. 7

- conjunctive (8)

- DEP. CL. 8

Theme:

Tex.

- marked topical (2)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical (6)

- IND. CL. 3

- interpersonal + topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 4

- textual +topical (8)

- IND. CL. 6

*Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(2) Summary of Persuasion, Sample 53
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (6)

- IND. CL. 9

- non-human (17)

- IND. CL. 8

Process:

Exp er.

- material (4)

- IND. CL. 11

- relational (4)

- IND. CL. 12

- mental (3)

- IND. CL. 7

- existential (1)

- IND. CL. 1

Circumstance:
- location (2)

- IND. CL. 4

- time (2)

- IND. CL. 1

- angle (3)

- IND. CL. 3

- manner (3)

- IND. CL. 2

- purpose (3)

-DEP. CL. 6

Finite:

Inter.

- simple present (11)

- IND. CL. 12

- modal (1)

- IND. CL. 5

Adjunct:

~

- comment (3)

- IND. CL. 3

- conjunctive (6)

- IND. CL. 8

Theme:

Tex.

- marked + topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical (4)

- IND. CL. 7

- interpersonal + topical (l)

- IND. CL. 3

- textual+ topical (5)

- IND. CL. 6

- textual ( 1)

- IND. CL. 10

~.

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause: DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.

] I)~

(3) Summary of Persuasion, Sample 62
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (11)

- DEP. CL. 14

- non-human (17)

- IND. CL. 1

Process:

Ex per.

- material ( 5)

- IND. CL. 8

- relational (6)

-IND. CL. 11

- mental (7)

- IND. CL. 19

- verbal (1)

- DEP. CL. 13

- existential ( 1)

- IND. CL. 12

- behavioural (1)

- DEP. CL. 16

Circumstance:
- location (2)

- IND. CL. 10

- angle (1)

- IND. CL. 7

- manner (1)

- DEP. CL. 13

Finite:

Inter.

- simple present ( 16)

- IND. CL. 19

- simple past (5)

- DEP. CL. 13

Adjunct:
- mood (2)

- DEP. CL. 5

- comment (1)

- IND. CL. 7

- conjunctive (9)

- DEP. CL. 17

Theme:

Tex.

- marked topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical (10)

- DEP. CL. 3

- interpersonal + topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 7

- textual + topical (8)

- DEP. CL. 5

- textual (1)

- DEP. CL. 16

~~-

·-

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.

I Ii~

(4) Summary of Persuasion, Sample 103
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (9)

- IND. CL. 1

- non-human (24)

- IND. CL. 12

Process:

Exp er.

- material (8)

- IND. CL. 7

- relational (5)

- IND. CL. 12

- mental (4)

- IND. CL. 4

- existential (1)

- IND. CL. 8

Circumstance:
- accompaniment (2)

- IND. CL. 8

- time (1)

- IND. CL. 8

- angle (1)

- IND. CL. 6

-·

Finite:
- simple present (18)
Inter.

- DEP. CL. 14

Adjunct:
- comment ( 1)

- IND. CL. 6

- negative polarity (1)

- DEP. CL. 9

- conjunctive (9)

- IND. CL. 16

Theme:

Tex.

- marked topical (2)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical (6)

- IND. CL. 2

- interpersonal + topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 6

- textual + topical (8)

- IND. CL. 11

- textual ( 1)

-DEP.CL.18

* Note: !ND. CL. =Independent Clause,· DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(5) Summary of Persuasion, Sample 122
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (5)

- IND. CL. 10

- non-human (22)

- DEP. CL. 3

Process:

Ex per.

- material (7)

- IND. CL. 12

- relational (3)

-DEP. CL. 9

- mental (5)

- DEP. CL. 11

- existential ( 1)

- IND. CL. 6

Circumstance:

-

- accompaniment (3)

- IND. CL. 1

- angle (1)

- IND. CL. 5

- manner ( 1)

- IND. CL. 14

- time (1)

- IND. CL. 15

Finite:

I
I

Inter.

- present perfect ( 1)

- IND. CL. I

- simp Ie present ( 11)

- IND. CL. 6

- modal (2)

- IND. CL. IO

- present continuous ( 1)

- IND. CL. 8

Adjunct:
- mood (2)

- IND. CL. 16

- comment ( 1)

- IND. CL. 5

- negative polarity (1)

- IND. CL. 4

- conjunctive (9)

- IND. CL. 8

Theme:

Tex.

- marked topical (3)

- IND. CL. 14

- topical (4)

- IND. CL. 2

- interpersonal+ topical (1)

- IND. CL. 5

- textual + topical (7)

-IND.CL.16

- textual ( 1)

- IND. CL. 11

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.

I

](I

(6) The grammatical structure identified in five persuasion samples

Exp er.

I

Jnter.

Participant
- human
- non-human
Process
- material
- relational
- mental
- verbal
- existential
- behavioural
Circumstance
- accompaniment
- location
- time
- angle
- manner
- purpose
Finite
- present perfect
- simple present
- simple past
- present
continuous
- modal
Adjunct
-mood
- comment
- negative polarity
- conjunctive

Tex.

Theme
- marked topical
_-topical
- interpersonal +
topical
~- textual

l-

+ topical

s1

s 53

s 62

6
16

6
17

11
17

5

4

5

8

4

6

2

3

7
1
1

2
1

s 103 s 122
9
24

5
22

96

8
5

7

29

3

26

4

5

21

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

1

5

1

1

7

1

5

4

16

18

1

3

11

67

5

4

1
2
8

5

1

1

2
3

6
7

3

11

4
1

2

11

37

3

1
1
3

Total

1

1

1

1

2

7

2

5

1

1
1

4

7

6

9

9

9

41

2
6

2
6

3
4

8

4

1
10

30

1

1

l

l

1

5

8

5

8
1

8

7

36

1

1

4

textual
- marked + topical

1
1

I

I

I

1

1

*Note: S =Sample, e.g. SI =Sample I.
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As can be seen from the grammatical structure identified in five persuasion samples,
the primary structures of persuasion are:
Generalized participant (sometimes human but often abstract non human
including issues, ideas, opinions, etc.)
•

Human: "different people have ... " (Sample 1); "businessmen use ... "
(Sample 53); "a boy promised ... " (Sample 62); "we do not know ... "
and "advertisement helps us open ... " (Sample 103); "customers can
choose ... " (Sample 122).

•

Non-human: "much information about the product is ... " (Sample I);
"it

is

convenient

"advertisements

to

get

so,,1etimes

information from ... "
make

us ...

(Sample

(Sample
62);

53 );
"some

commonweal advertisements are ... " (Sample 103); "all kinds of
manufacturing companies are ... " and "more and more companies
keep ... " (Sample 122).

Variety of process type (material, relational, mental, existential, verbal and
behavioural process)
•

Material: "customers should pay ... " (Sample l); "good advertising
creation gives ... " (Sample 53); "they make people ... " (Sample 62);
"some people take it ... " (Sample 103); "advertisements on TV give
us ... " (Sample 122).

•

Relational: "TV has already become ... " (Sample 1); "it is a good
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thing ... " (Sample 53); "different people have different views" (Sample
62); "advertisement is ... " (Sample 103); "advertisements on TV have

become ... " (Sample 122).
•

Mental:

"I

do

not

think ... "

(Sample

1);

"customers

can

understand ... " (Sample 53); "some people think ... " (Sample 62); "I
agree with ... "(Sample 103); "many people think ... "(Sample 122).
•

Existential:

"there are all kinds of. .. " (Sample 53); "there is

advertisement about ... " (Sample 62); "there are many ... " (Sample
103); "there are two noticeable reasons" (Sample 122).
•

Verbal:

"much information about the product is exaggerated ... "

(Sample 1); "a boy promised ... " (Sample 62).
•

Behavioural: "a girl appeared and smiled" (Sample 62).

Use of passive voice
•

Passive

Voice:

"many

customers are misleaded" and

"much

information about the product is exaggerated in some advertisements"
(Sample 1).

-- Using all kinds of circumstances
•

Accompaniment:

"With the development of society, TV has ..

(Sample 1); "When it comes to advertisements on TV, different

people ... " (Sample 103); "With the development of our society,

I l.l

different people ... "(Sample 122).

•

Location: "much information about the product is exaggerated in some
advertisements" (Sample 1); "there are all kinds of advertisement in
our daily life" (Sample 53); "In advertisements, people find ... "

(Sample 62).
•

Time:

"At the same time,

the advertisement ... " (Sample

1);

"Nowadays, there are ... " (Sample 53); "there are many new goods

produced everyday" (Sample 103); "consumers can choose good
products after seeing advertisements on TV" (Sample 122).

•

Angle: "In my opinion, I do not ... " (Sample 1); "As for businessmen,
advertisements on TV bring ... " (Sample 53); "As for me, I agree
with ... " (Sample 62); "In my opinion, I agree with ... " (Sample 103 );
"In my opinion, advertisements on TV give ... "(Sample 122).

•

Manner: "people acquire information about products through the TV
advertisements" (Sample 53); "a boy promised loudly" (Sample 62);

"more and more companies keep their sales by advertising" (Sample

122).
•

Purpose: "advertisement on TV is an effective way to promote the level
of trading" (Sample 1); "TV is a good way to spread information"

(Sample 53).

-- Mainly timeless present tense finite (present perfect, simple present, simple
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past and present continuous)
•

Present

Perfect:

"TV

has

already

become ... "

(Sample

1);

"advertisements on TV have become ... " (Sample 122).

•

Simple Present: "I do not think ... " (Sample 1); "people acquire
information ... " (Sample 53); "others hold ... " (Sample 62); "!agree
with the former one" (Sample 103); "advertisements on TV give us ... "

(Sample 122).
•

Simple Past: "a boy promised ... " and "a girl appeared and smiled ... "
(Sample 62).

•

Present Continuous: "all kinds of manufacturing are taking efforts
to ... " (Sample 122).

Making use of modal finite (should, may and can)
•

Modal Finite: "customers should pay ... "; "customers may be cheated
by ... " (Sample 1); "customers can understand ... " (Sample 53); "we
can not only ... " (Sample 122).

Employing various adjunct (mood, comment, negative polarity and
conjunctive)
•

Mood: "TV has already become ... " (Sample 1); "they are just some
rubbish" (Sample 62); "advertisements on TV give us good help
somehow" (Sample 122).
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Comment: "In my opinion, I do not think ... " (Sample 1); "As to

•

customers, it is ... " (Sample 53); "As for me, I agree with ... " (Sample
62); "In my opinion, I agree with ... " (Sample 103); "In my opinion,

advertisement on TV give ... " (Sample 122).
•

Negative Polarity: "I do not think ... " (Sample 1); "we do not know"
(Sample 103); "I do not agree" (Sample 122).

•

Conjunctive: "Firstly, the advertisements on TV are ... " (Sample 1);

"because TV is ... " (Sample 53); "For example, there is ... " (Sample
62); "Therefore, adwrtisement helps people ... " (Sample 103); "All in

all, advertisements on TV are ... " (Sample 122).

-- Variety of theme (marked topical, topical, interpersonal

"+" topical, textual

"+" topical, textual and marked "+" topical)
•

Marked Topical: "With the development of society, TV has ... " (Sample
1); "About advertisements on TV, different people have ... " (Sample
62); "When it com(!S to advertisements on TV,

d~f!erent

have ... " (Sample 103); "When we watch advertisements
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people
TV, we

can ... " (Sample 122).
•

Topical: "different people have ... " (Sample 1); "customers can

understand ... " (Sample 53); "they are lots of. .. " (Sample 62);
"advertisement is ... " (Sample 103); "many people think ... " (Sample
122).

I I (1

•

Interpersonal "+" Topical: "In my opinion, I do not think ... " (Sample
l); "As/or businessmen, advertisements on TV bring ... " (Sample 53);

"As for me, I agree with ... " (Sample 62); "In my opinion, I agree
with ... " (Sample 103 ); "In my opinion, advertisements on TV give ... "

(Sample 122).
•

Textual "+" Topical: "Firstly, the advertisements on TV are ...
(Sample 1); "In a word, advertisement on TV has ... " (Sample 53);
"Foe example, there is ... " (Sample 62); "Therefore, advertisements
help people ... " (Sample 103); "but I do not agree" (Sample 122).

•

Textual: " ... and then obtain lots of profits" (Sample 53); " ... and
smiled" (Sample 62); "... and promotes the development of. .. " (Sample

103); " ... but also appreciate ... " (Sample 122).
•

Marked"+" Topical: "Nowadays, there are ... "(Sample 53).

1

1

~
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Appendix III. Summary of Grammatical Structures in Five Discussion Samples
(1) Summary of Discussion, Sample 13
M etafuncti on

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (7)

- IND. CL. 16

- non-human (21)

- DEP. CL. 9

Process:

Exp er.

- material (6)

- IND. CL. 8

- relational (7)

- IND. CL. 6

- mental (5)

- IND. CL. 4

- existential (2)

- IND. CL. l

Circumstance:
- angle (3)

- IND. CL. 14

- manner (1)

- IND. CL. 14

-time(l)

- IND. CL. 8

- location ( l)

- IND. CL. 11

Finite:

Inter.

- simple present (14)

- DEP. CL. 10

- modal (3)

- DEP. CL. 18

Adjunct:
- comment (1)

- IND. CL. 6

- negative polarity ( 1)

- IND. CL. 7

- conjunctive (10)

- IND. CL. 7

Theme:

Tex.

- marked topical (2)

- IND. CL. l

- topical (7)

- IND. CL. 12

- interpersonal + marked

- IND. CL. 6

topical (1)

- DEP. CL. 3

- textual + topical (7)

- DEP. CL. 20

- textual (2)

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(2) Summary of Discussion, Sample 42
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (14)

- IND. CL. 11

- non-human (22)

-DEP. CL. 4

Process:

Exp er.

- material (7)

- IND. CL. 13

- relational (8)

- IND. CL. 14

- mental (5)

- IND. CL. 1

Circumstance:
-angle(4)

- IND. CL. 5

- condition (1)

- IND. CL. 1

- manner (2)

- IND. CL. 10

Finite:
- present perfect (2)

- IND. CL. 15

- simple present (11)

- IND. CL. 17

- modal (7)

- IND. CL. 10

I

Inter.
Adjunct:
- comment ( 1)

- IND. CL. 8

- negative polarity (3)

- DEP. CL. 7

- conjunctive (11)

- IND. CL. 9

Theme:

Tex.

- marked topical (2)

- IND. CL. 9

- topical (5)

- IND. CL. 3

- interpersonal + topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 8

- textual + topical ( 12)

- DEP. CL. 6

J

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(3) Summary of Discussion, Sample 64

Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (6)

- IND. CL. 1

- non-human (21)

- IND. CL. 14

Process:

Ex per.

- material (4)

- IND. CL. 15

- relational (7)

- IND. CL. 9

- mental (3)

- DEP. CL. 13

- verbal (2)

- IND. CL. 3

- behavioural ( 1)

- IND. CL. 7

Circumstance:
- accompaniment ( 1)

- IND. CL. 1

- time (1)

- IND. CL. 7

- angle (3)

- IND. CL. 3

- manner (1)

- IND. CL. 11

- purpose (2)

- IND. CL. 14

--

Finite:

Inter.

- simple present (13)

- IND. CL. 16

- modal (4)

- IND. CL. 15

Adjunct:
- mood (2)

- IND. CL. 12

- conjunctive ( 10)

- DEP. CL. 2

Theme:
Tex.

- marked topical (2)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical (5)

- IND. CL. 17

- textual + topical ( 10)

- IND. CL. 11

I

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(4) Summary of Discussion, Sample 86
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (8)

- IND. CL. 17

- non-human (21)

- IND. CL. 8

Process:

Ex per.

- material (8)

- DEP. CL. 3

- relational (6)

-DEP. CL. 6

- mental (5)

- IND. CL. 5

Circumstance:
- accompaniment ( 1)

- IND. CL. 12

- location ( 1)

- IND. CL. 1

- time (2)

- IND. CL. 8

- angle (1)

- IND. CL. 11

- reason (1)

- IND. CL. 14

- purpose ( 1)

- IND. CL. 7

Finite:

Inter.

- simple present ( 16)

- IND. CL. 7

- modal (3)

- DEP. CL. 9

Adjunct:
- negative polarity (1)

- IND. CL. 12

- conjunctive (7)

- IND. CL. 4

Theme:

Tex.

l

- marked topical (3)

- IND. CL. 8

- marked + topical ( 1)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical ( 5)

- IND. CL. 16

- textual+ topical (7)

- IND. CL. 11

- textual (2)

- IND. CL. 15

* Note: IND. CL. =Independent Clause; DEP CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(5) Summary of Discussion, Sample 143
Metafunction

Grammatical Structures

Examples

Meaning
Participant:
- human (7)

- DEP. CL. 14

- non-human (15)

- DEP. CL. 14

Process:

Exp er.

- material (4)

- IND. CL. 7

- relational (9)

- IND. CL. 10

- mental (2)

- IND. CL. 2

- verbal (1)

- DEP. CL. 12

- existential ( 1)

- IND. CL. 1

Circumstance:
- time (1)

- IND. CL. 1

- angle (4)

- IND. CL. 10

- location ( 1)

- INC. CL. 1

Finite:

Inter.

- simple present (15)

- DEP. CL. 5

- modal (1)

- IND. CL. 8

Adjunct:
- mood (1)

- IND. CL. 12

- comment (2)

- IND. CL. 11

- negative polarity (2)

- IND. CL. 11

- conjunctive (7)

- IND. CL. 4

Theme:
- marked + topical (1)

- IND. CL. 1

- topical ( 6)

- IND. CL. 9

- interpersonal+ topical (2)

- IND. CL. 6

- textual+ topical (6)

- IND. CL. 4

- textual+ marked topical (1)

- IND. CL. 15

Tex.

I

* Note: IND. CL.

=

I

Independent Clause; DEP. CL. =Dependent Clause.
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(6) The grammatical structure identified in five discussion samples

s 13

s 42

s 64

s 86

s 143

Total

7
21

14
22

6
21

8
21

7
15

42
100

6
7
5

7
8

4
7
3
2

8
6

4
9
2
1
1

29

Participant
- human
- non-human

Process

Ex per.

- material
- relational
- mental
- verbal
- existential
- behavioural

5

5

2
1

37

20
3
3

1

Circumstance
- accompaniment
- location
- time
- angle
- manner
- reason
- purpose
- condition

1
1
1
3
3

4
2

1
3
1
2

1
1
2
1

2

1
1
4

3
5
15

6
1

1
1

3

1

1

2
11
7

2

Finite
- present perfect
- simple present
- modal

Inter.

14
3

13
4

16
3

15
1
1
2
2
7

45

6

9
28

2

3

69
18

Adjunct
- mood
- comment
- negative polarity
- conjunctive

2
1
1
10

1
3

11

10

1
7

2
7

2
5

2

3

5

5

3
4
7

Theme

Tex.

I

- marked topical
- topical
- interpersonal +
topical
- interpersonal +
marked topical
- textual+ topical
- textual
- marked + topical
- textual + marked
topical

1
1

1
I

7
2

12

10

7
2
1

6

42
4

1

2

1

1

*Note.· S =Sample, e.g. S31 =Sample 13.
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As can be seen from the grammatical structure identified in five discussion samples,
the primary structures of discussion are:
Generalized participant (sometimes human but often abstract non human
including issues, ideas, opinions, etc.)
Human: "some people think ... " (Sample 13); "how do you think ... "

•

(Sample 42); "many people argue ... " (Sample 64); "[ consider ... "
(Sample 86); "some businessmen always exaggerated ... " (Sample
143).
•

Non-human:

"advertisements

on

TV

are ...

(Sample

13 );

"advertisements have exaggerated the facts" (Sample 42); "the
productions introduced are ... " (Sample 64 ); "it takes much time"
(Sample 86); "some information in advertisements are ... " (Sample
143).

Variety of process type (material, relational, mental, existential, verbal and
behavioural process)
•

Material: "many people go and buy ... " (Sample 13); "they can give ... "
(Sample 42); "they can buy the goods" (Sample 64); "advertisement

on TV plays an important role ... " (Sample 86); "people can buy ... "
(Sample 143 ).
•

Relational: "advertisements on TV are good and ... " (Sample 13);

"advertisements on TV have both ... " (Sample 42); "my view is ...
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(Sample 64); "advertisements have ... " (Sample 86); "advertisement on

TV has both ... " (Sample 143).
Mental: "but others think ... " (Sample 13); "they can help us know ... "

•

(Sample 42); "they expect ... " (Sample 64); "! consider ... " (Sample
86); "some people think ... " (Sample 143).
•

Existential: "there are ... " (Sample 13); "there are ... " (Sample 143).

•

Verbal: "many people argue ... " (Sample 64); "some businessmen

always exaggerate ... " (Sample 143).
•

Behavioural: "we can see all kinds of ... " (Sample 64).

Use of passive voice
•

Passive Voice: "the functions of them are introduced exaggeratedly ... "
(Sample 13); "advantages of advertisements can be seen from ... "
(Sample 42);

"many people are cheated by ... " (Sample 86);

"customers are persuaded to ... " (Sample 143).

-- Using all kinds of circumstances
•

Accompaniment: "With the growing of advertisements, more and more

people ... " (Sample 64); "With various kinds of advertisements
appearing, we do ... " (Sample 86).
•

Location: "the functions of them are introduced exaggeratedly in

advertisements" (Sample 13);

"advertisement on

TV plays an
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increasing important role in our daily life" (Sample 86); "there are
more and more advertisements on TV" (Sample 143).
•

Time:

"some

customers go

to

buy products after watching

advertisements" (Sample 13); "we can see al kinds of advertisements
on TV every day" (Sample 64 ); "When we want to buy an electric
machine, advertisements can provide ... " (Sample 86); "Nowadays,
there are ... " (Sample 143).
•

Angle: "In my opinion, as a coin has two sides, advertisements ... "
(Sample 13); "On the contrary, others ... " (Sample 42); "On the

contrary, many people argue ... " (Sample 64); "On the contrary,
advertisements also bring ... " (Sample 86); "As we know, some
information in advertisements are ... " (Sample 143).
•

Manner:

"customers

advertisement on

can

know

much

TV" (Sample 13 );

information

through

"people should consider

advertisements on TV in perspective" (Sample 42); "people can get
much information about new commodities from advertisements ''
(Sample 64).
•

Reason: "Due to the advertisements' misleading, many people ... "
(Sample 86).

•

Condition: "If you were asked the question ... " (Sample 42).

•

Purpose: "it is an important way to improve economy" (Sample 64);

"Advertisements provide a good chance for us to know products"
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(Sample 86).

Mainly timeless present tense finite (present perfect and simple present)
•

Present Perfect: "advertisements have exaggerated ... " (Sample 42).

•

Simple Present: "some advertisements on TV are not ... " (Sample 13);

"others hold ... " (Sample 42); "advertisements on TV have both ... "
(Sample 64 ); "advertisement on TV plays an important role ... "
(Sample 86); "some people think ... " (Sample 143).

Making use of modal finite (can, may and should)
•

Modal Finite: "customers should regard ... " (Sample 13); ''you may

have ... "

(Sample

42);

"people

can

get ... "

(Sample

64);

"advertisements can provide ... " (Sample 86); "people can buy ... "
(Sample 143).

Employing various adjunct (mood, comment, negative polarity and
conjunctive)
•

Mood: "advertisements on TV are extremely bad for ... " (Sample 64 );

"some businessmen always exaggerate ... " (Sample 143).
•

Comment: On the one hand, some advertisements on TV are ... "
(Sample 13); "As far as I am concerned, advertisements on TV

have ... " (Sample 42); "In my opinion, advertisement on TV has ... "
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(Sample 143).
•

Negative Polarity:

"some advertisements on

TV are not true

introduction" (Sample 13); "we can not get ... " (Sample 42); "we do

not know" (Sample 86); "some information in advertisements are
not ... " (Sample 143).
Conjunctive: "so, customers should regard ... " (Sample 13); "Besides,

•

the purpose of them is ... " (Sample 42); "On the contrary, many people
argue ... " (Sample 64); "In conclusion, we should ... " (Sample 86); "so

that customers are ... " (Sample 143).

Variety of theme (marked topical, topical, interpersonal "+" topical,
interpersonal "+" marked topical, textual "+" topical, textual "+" marked
topical, textual and marked
•

"+" topical)

Marked Topical: "When it comes to advertisements
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TV, there

are ... " (Sample 13); "If you were asked the question: how do you
think ... " (Sample 42); "With the growing of advertisements, more and
rnore people hold ... " (Sample 64); "When we want to buy an electric

machine, advertisements can ... " (Sample 86).
•

Topical: "some people think ... " (Sample 13); "some people think ... "
(Sample 42);

"advertisements on TV are ... " (Sample 64);

"[

consider ... " (Sample 86); "some people think ... " (Sample 143).

•

Interpersonal "+" Topical: "As far as I am concerned, advertisements
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on TV have ... " (Sample 42); "In my opinion, advertisement on TV
has ... " (Sample 143).

•

Interpersonal "+" Marked Topical: "In my opinion, as a coin has two

sides, advertisements on TV have ... " (Sample 13).
•

Textual "+" Topical: "because the advertisements say ... " (Sample 13 );

"so, customers should regard ... " (Sample 42); "For the other thing,
people can ... " (Sample 64); "while others hold ... " (Sample 86); "On
one hand, advertisements on TV provide ... " (Sample 143).
•

Textual: " ... and throw away the disadvantages" (Sample 13); " ... and
give up ... " (Sample 86).

•

Marked "+" Topical: "Nowadays, advertisement on TV plays ... "
(Sample 86); "Nowadays, there are ... " (Sample 143).

•

Textual "+" Marked Topical: "All in all, as a coin has two sides, some
advertisements are ... " (Sample 143 ).
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